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Abstract
Cancel culture is becoming a relevant topic for public relations practitioners because of
its negative impact on brand reputation. When brands do or support a wrongful action,
consumers involved in cancel culture will use this as a reason to boycott a brand. This thesis
aims to answer four research questions: (1) What are some key social media trends for brands
that encounter cancel culture, (2) How do audiences, who engage in cancel culture, respond to
brands that face cancel culture, (3) What do consumers’ emotional responses tell us about their
relationship with the brand, and (4) What can brands learn from listening to consumers’
suggestive responses online. In this context, this thesis will focus on this definition of cancel
culture: a new social media phenomenon aiming to boycott people, companies and systems for
misaligning with social values.
A case study on Goya Foods was used to answer these research questions along with a
mixed-method approach. Focusing on the brand, social listening was conducted to learn about
what consumers said about Goya in online conversations and identify their sentiment of the
brand’s overall actions. This was followed by content and thematic analysis conducted on 200
Twitter tweets using various hashtags. The results revealed that the consumers held negative
sentiment toward the brand as well as showed various negative emotions when engaging in the
act of canceling the brand which led to Goya’s overall negative reputation.
Based on these results, it is recommended for brands to take some sort of image
restoration strategy to fix their reputation and relationship with their publics. It is also
recommended for brands to listen to their publics’ responses to prevent further damage from
cancel culture.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Cancel culture is becoming a more relevant topic for brands especially because of its
impact on organizational reputation (Ruby, 2020). This is specifically of importance on Twitter.
This thesis will focus on Nguyen’s (2020) definition of cancel culture which he defines as the
“increasing phenomenon of social media activism [that] has prompted many to promote the
boycotting of different people, companies and systems for misalignment with social values” (p.
7). As organizations become more involved in the digital atmosphere, social media has become a
primary tool in engaging with consumers online. From a consumer’s perspective, social media is
beneficial in that it allows consumers to post about their opinions of brands on various platforms,
sometimes showcasing their relationship with the brand. However, social media can be
detrimental to the brand in situations where cancel culture can tarnish its reputation and damage
relationships with its publics.
Since cancel culture is a relatively new topic, there is currently little research specifically
on its impact on organizational reputation. Porter Novelli (2021) released a report this year titled
the Business of Cancel Culture Study that discussed the influencing issues arising from cancel
culture such as racial justice, women’s rights, COVID-19 protocols, immigration, climate
change/environment, LGBTQ+, religion, and politics. The company then analyzed a few recent
case studies of organizations that were negatively impacted by cancel culture. The results found
that the three primary reasons Americans would cancel a company are because they want the
company to (1) change its ways, (2) change its policies or stances around political involvement,
or (3) fire the individual(s) responsible for an offensive statement.
Other existing cancel culture research focused more on people or individuals impacted by
cancel culture rather than organizations as a whole. For instance, one recent study analyzed
1

Twitter campaigns that aimed to attack people who made racist or xenophobic statements
(Bouvier & Machin, 2021). The results from this study found that although Twitter is a useful
platform for sharing democratic voices and initiating collective activism, cancel culture may not
be the solution to prevent racism or other issues alike. Rather, the study suggested that people
must question why individuals (or brands) think this way and must educate them on the
information they may not have had before expressing their views.
Another aspect of cancel culture that the extant research focused on is online boycotts
and how consumers responded to it through Twitter feeds (e.g., Makarem & Jae, 2016). Using
Twitter content analysis, Makarem and Jae (2016) explored the motives, causes and targets of
consumer boycott behavior. They also looked at how emotional responses and motives affected
boycott messages by measuring its intensity. This study found that human rights issues were the
leading cause of boycotts along with failures from business strategies and corporate behavior.
These studies, while different, collectively demonstrate that reputation—also known as
image—is a crucial element in maintaining a positive relationship between organizations and
their publics. Image repair theory focuses on the importance of maintaining an organization’s or
brand’s image by providing preventative and restorative approaches when it is involved in a
crisis (Benoit, 1997). Learning from consumers’ responses, some of these image restoration
strategies were reported later in this paper. In addition to this, the theory also determines “which
publics must be addressed and persuaded in order to maintain and restore positive image”
(Fearn-Banks, 2017, p. 19). Image repair theory has been applied to numerous crisis situation
cases; however, it has not been extensively applied to address how to manage a crisis that occurs
on social media. Another gap this thesis attempts to address is although cancel culture against
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specific groups of people, such as celebrities and public officials, has been studied in detail,
insufficient attention has been paid to cancel culture against brands.
This thesis will take a case study approach on the brand Goya Foods Inc. and the
situation that led to it being canceled by their consumers. On July 9, 2020, Goya Foods CEO
Robert Unanue made the following statement: “We’re all truly blessed at the same time to have a
leader like President Trump.” This moment was recorded and posted on Twitter where the
brand’s consumers started to boycott Goya by making comments with the hashtag #GoyAway.
The demographic of the consumers is Hispanic and the CEO’s statement in support of Trump
was controversial since Trump has a history of making racist ideologies about this demographic.
Since the posting of the video, Unanue still has not made an apology nor has he clarified the
statement which has led to not only a decline in sales of the product, but also its reputation with
their consumers.
Using this case study, I wanted to explore a few research questions in relation to cancel
culture’s impact on Goya. These research questions looked at (1) the social media trends
surrounding a brand that is being canceled, (2) how consumers engaged in cancel culture through
their responses, (3) how consumers’ emotional responses indicate their relationship with the
brand that is being cancelled and (4) why brands should listen to consumers’ suggestive
responses in repairing the brand’s image or restoring its reputation.
This thesis is organized as follows; the next chapter will provide an in-depth review of
existing literature on cancel culture, Twitter research, consumers’ emotional and suggestive
responses, and image repair theory (IRT). The following chapter will outline the methodology
used to analyze consumer perceptions of the brand during its 2019 cancel incident. This includes
the mixed-method approach by using social listening and analyzing common themes and content
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of 200 Twitter comments in response to Goya’s actions. The chapter following the methodology
will address the findings and results from the study. This looks at Twitter comment main themes
and subcategories of these main themes. The final chapter involves a conclusion that explains the
significant findings and potential solutions from image repair strategies for future applications of
brands that come across cancel culture.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Cancel Culture Becoming a Social Media Phenomenon
Twitter is one main social media platform where incidents of cancel culture are
commonly reported; it is also known as the epicenter of cancel culture (Falter, 2020). Twitter
was launched in 2006 by co-founder Jack Dorsey, and it was used to “receive news, follow highprofile celebrities, or stay in-touch with old high school friends” (Forsey, 2019). As a
microblogging service, the platform has since grown to 166 million active users as of 2020,
which is a 24% growth from the previous year (Falter, 2020; Sehl, 202). Twitter is considered a
social media service where users can view messages, known on the platform as tweets, from
other users they follow. These tweets are restricted to only 280 characters long and can be shared
or forwarded, also known as retweets. When an individual retweets another user’s tweet, they are
also given the option to add their thoughts, known as quotes, for others to see (Twitter Help
Center, n.d). Considering Twitter’s trending algorithm, it allows cancel culture content to
circulate quickly and in large scale capacity by voicing marginalized groups in highlighting
topics for assessment and debates (Ng, 2020).
Looking at a different component in Twitter, hashtags are commonly studied for its
function in cancel culture. According to Zappavigna (2011), hashtags have not only functioned
as a way to mark the topic of a tweet, but it has also since extended this role to operate as a
linguistic marker referencing the tweet’s evaluation of the target. Since hashtags intensify a call
and make the tweet more searchable to other Twitter users, it also allows them to determine
whether the hashtag is involved in positive or negative discussion (Zappavigna, 2011).
Few studies have focused on hashtags and its involvement in cancel culture or online
boycott behavior. For instance, Bouvier and Machin (2021) analyzed Twitter campaigns
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attacking people who made racist and xenophobic comments. Using Twitter comment hashtags,
they found several themes of racism from three case studies. Based on their study, they found
that Twitter users who were part of cancel culture strongly felt as if they were making a
difference and participated in social activism as a collective whole. They also found that this
aligned with Twitter’s purpose in providing a space for democratic voices bringing about justice,
such as in the #MeToo campaign.
Another study by Makarem and Jae (2016) took a slightly different approach in analyzing
Twitter feeds and its role in consumer boycott behavior. The researchers collected and analyzed
tweets with the hashtag #boycott ensuring it is related to consumer boycotts. These tweets were
categorized into themes related to the causes, motives and targets of consumer boycotts to
analyze the sentiment behind the responses. Based on this study, they found that most of the
responses overlapped themes found in consumer boycott behavior.
By having a better understanding of cancel culture and its importance to public relations
profession, we now move to what cancel culture is and its historical reference. Cancel culture is
the “increasing phenomenon of social media activism [that] has prompted many to promote the
boycotting of different people, companies and systems for misalignment with social values”
(Nguyen, 2020, p. 7). This relatively new concept originated from Black women in 2017 and is
often mistaken for Twitter’s “mob mentality;” however, it critiques systemic inequality as a
whole rather than attacking individual transgressions (Brock, 2020). Cancel culture began as a
form of activism which seeked to call out companies and individuals in power who were actively
involved in acts of racism or sexism and shed light on their wrongdoings. Black women on
Twitter were the first to attempt to moderate their timelines for racism, sexism, and homophobia
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and aimed to call out those who were publicly partaking in this bigoted rhetoric (Nakamura,
2015).
The rise of cancel culture was sparked by the historical and continuous example of the
#MeToo movement. The origin of this movement occurred in 1997 when activist Tarana Burke
listened to a 13-year-old Black girl’s experience of sexual abuse in which she felt helpless and
recalls not being able to say, “me too.” A decade later, this experience encouraged her to start a
non-profit organization called “Just Be Inc.” which provided resources to help sexual assault
victims. This was when she called the movement “me too” (Garcia, 2017). According to Leung
and Williams (2019), Burke was also the first person to coin the term “me too,” before it was
used as a hashtag.
The purpose of this movement, at the time, was to raise awareness of sexual abuse
among women of color. Then in 2017, Alyssa Milano, a white actress, changed the phrase into
the hashtag #MeToo when she revealed that she had been sexually assaulted by Harvey
Weinstein, a Hollywood producer (Garcia, 2017). Her large following helped amplify the
#MeToo movement which encouraged victims to express their experiences of sexual assault and
it gained publicity the following years. This movement demonstrated the original intentions of
cancel culture which included highlighting the systemic inequality and abuse among those in
power.
Ultimately, the goal of cancel culture was to squash the influence of these individuals or
companies and “eventually make them powerless by boycotting them financially, politically, or
professionally” (Roos, 2020, p. 13). This movement aimed to emphasize social injustices from
those in power using Twitter hashtags that would highlight these injustices. However, the
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movement has since diverged from its original purpose and is now viewed as a “consequence of
an imperfect social media performance” (Roos, 2020, p. 4).
The idea of publicly shaming individuals is not an entirely new phenomenon. Due to the
rise in use of social media, it has become increasingly common and much more accessible
(Presswood, 2017.) “This calling-out or ‘dragging’ comes from a culture of online activism that
has developed alongside technology itself, in which social media [sic] [has] extended the realm
of activist’s reach and exposed activists to other cultures and social phenomena (Pickard &
Yang, 2017).” The status of an individual should be considered when comparing a public
shaming of someone versus the modern canceling on Twitter. The internet allows the general
public to target society’s most elite. This can have its drawbacks and can result in an average
person’s life being ruined by being cancelled. In comparison, a celebrity, or large company, is
unlikely to be affected by this momentary negative attention.
A recent example of cancel culture occurred this past year with Netflix and L’Oreal Paris.
In September 2020, Netflix released a foreign language film called Cuties where the storyline
followed an immigrant preteen girl from France who joins a dance team as rebellion against her
culture. Netflix users tweeted their opinions using #CancelNetflix and #Cuties to boycott the
streaming platform for promoting and marketing inappropriate scenes of the film viewed as
sexualizing the children (Liffreing, 2020). Unfortunately, the use of #CancelNetflix had no real
positive outcome for the audience. The film can still be found on Netflix and the overall negative
sentiment has slowly declined over time.
Around June 2020, L’Oreal Paris, along with other brands, made statements in support of
the Black Lives Matter movement as a result of the murder of George Floyd. However, the
brand’s hypocritical past was brought to light regarding its firing of a Black transgender model
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named Munroe Bergdorf for posting about white supremacy on Facebook. Bergodorf tweeted
how she was mistreated by the brand and her followers decided to stop supporting the brand for
this incident using the #boycottloreal (Liffreing, 2020). After three years without a formal
apology from the company, L’Oreal Paris offered Bergdorf a consulting position in the company.
Mukherjee and Althuizen (2020) suggested that, once an individual or organization is
embroiled in a controversy, “retracting their statement and issuing an apology is unlikely to
lessen the negative effect among those who opposed the brand's stand” (p. 785). In fact,
retracting the statement and issuing an apology was found to cause a more negative reaction
from those who supported the brand's previous stand and resulted in a larger outrage from more
members of the community.
Nakamura (2015) critiques those who impose cancel culture and believes that these
“online social justice warriors are policing others, lacking a sense of humor, and imposing their
so-called politically correct values onto others by any means necessary.” Another critique is that
it is believed that those who are considered canceled do not necessarily stay canceled. For
instance, Garel (2018) explains that one of the most obvious problems with cancel culture is that
“it rarely has any tangible or meaningful effect on the lives and comfortability of the canceled”
including brands (para. 6). To support this, a study by Porter Novelli (2021) asked participants to
note how many years they would cancel a brand in terms of support. The study found that 56%
would not cancel the brand and 1% would cancel the brand for five years or indefinitely. The
results demonstrated varying lengths of commitments, meaning that there are no direct rules
when it comes to canceling a brand, but that different grievances impact cancellation severity
(Porter Novelli, 2021). Withdrawing support from someone whose actions and behaviors are
now inconsistent with one’s values can often feel like a radical boycott. However, to succeed in
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the midst of cancellation, these radical positions may need to be taken otherwise the efforts may
be pointless.
A review of cancel culture literature illustrates there is a gap in research addressing the
connection between the organization’s reputation and its subsequent impact by cancel culture.
Research illustrates the negative impact of cancel culture on brand reputation but fails to
highlight its significance and why such impact transpires. This thesis aims to highlight the
importance of cancel culture’s impact on organizational reputation. This is especially important
during a time when digital crises are on the rise, and this will be accomplished by examining
individual’s perceptions and attitudes towards a brand that has fallen victim to cancel culture.
This led me to explore my first research question:
RQ 1: What are some key social media trends for brands that encounter cancel
culture?

Audience Reaction Framework: Narrative, Emotional and Suggestive
Looking at audience reaction frameworks, Makarem and Jae (2016) identified several
tweet themes related to boycott motives, causes, and targets in consumer messaging. They
focused on themes such as messages related to instrumental and non-instrumental motives,
specific motives: making a difference, self-enhancement or punishment, causes triggering
consumers’ engagement in the boycott, and boycott message targets. The results of this study
found that consumers’ motivations are complex in that instrumental and non-instrumental
motives frequently overlap with one another, meaning that no single tweet response is viewed
under one theme.
One of the most important developments in marketing lies in studying emotions and how
they affect consumers’ behaviors (Bagozzi et. al., 1999). Negative emotions, such anger, play an
10

important role in anti-consumption frameworks (Lai & Aritejo, 2010). Yuksel and Myrteza
(2009) define acts of anti-consumption as boycotts because consumers depart from a relationship
with an organization due to misconduct. Prior research suggests that consumers’ attitudes are
emotionally expressed through boycott participation (Farah & Newman, 2010, p. 349). However,
there is little research that explores emotion’s role in boycott behaviors and boycott messages.
Schoefer and Ennew (2005) examined how consumers’ emotions played a role between
consumer perceptions and their post-behavioral reactions to those perceptions.
Previous studies explored how emotions play a role in consumer boycott behaviors; they
demonstrated that consumers emotionally express themselves through boycotts and that this
expression strongly predicted consumer engagement in boycott behavior (Hoffmann & Müller
2009; Farah & Newman 2010). For instance, boycotts expressing non instrumental motives have
a strong emotional aspect (Klein et. al., 2002). However, this may also apply to other types of
motivations. In addition, Hoffmann and Müller (2009) and Lindenmeier et. al. (2012)
emphasized that emotions are critical mediators between the organization’s unethical actions or
bad reputation and consumer boycott behaviors. Considering there is little research that looks at
the relationship between consumer emotions and boycott behaviors, these studies showcase the
significance of exploring how emotions are expressed in boycott messages (Makarem & Jae
2016). This thesis fills this research gap by analyzing consumers’ emotional expressions in
messages aiming to cancel a brand on Twitter.
Specific events, appraised by consumers, such as the cancelation of a brand, cause
emotional responses with varying intensities that can affect their behaviors (Schoefer & Ennew
2005). Lai and Aritejo (2010) linked consumers’ intensity of affect to their likelihood of
engaging in more anti-consumption behavior. For instance, consumers experience negative
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emotions, such as anger, when an organization participates in an unethical or unjust act
(Makarem & Jae, 2016). These negative emotions strongly predict negative behavioral responses
such as intentional boycott of the organization’s products and services, which researchers have
classified as a high-intensity anti-consumption behavior (Lai & Aritejo 2010).
Similar to this study, Zhang et. al. (2018) categorized their negative tweets sample into
three main categories: narrative, emotion, and suggestion. Using the same coding framework,
they also found it difficult to identify specific themes in each tweet; therefore, most of the tweets
fell under two or three categories. The definitions of each theme used are as follows:
Narrative. The tweet reveals the consumer’s experience with or opinion of the brand in
an objective manner.
Emotional. The tweet reveals the consumer’s emotion against the brand using profanity
(i.e., anger, dissatisfaction, disappointment etc.) or capital case.
Suggestive. The tweet reveals the consumer’s reconsideration of plan or alternative
choice from the brand. It can also reveal the consumer’s opinionative suggestion of the CEO’s
actions.
Zhang et. al.’s (2018) study found that comments from dissatisfied patients can have a
greater impact on reviewers reading those comments relevant to medical scenarios. Patients
share their medical experiences with a certain physician through comments posted on specific
physician rating websites which serve as a reference for medical decision making (Emmert et.
al., 2012). These websites allow patients to post their experiences and emotions, showcasing
patient’s actual experiences with their healthcare providers (Reimann & Stretch, 2010). Having
access to this information allows physicians to be better informed about patient concerns and
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offer well-tailored physicians and services (Kadry et. al., 2011). Although this study was focused
in the medical field, many of its elements are applicable to the framework of this thesis.
Various authors focused on performing a content analysis on the different comments
posted on physician rating websites and classifying these comments as positive or negative
(López et. al., 2012; Emmert et. al., 2014; Hao, 2015). This classifying system was applied to
more recent studies that adopted a machine-learning approach (Brody & Elhadad, 2010; Greaves
et. al., 2013; Rastegar-Mojarad, et. al., 2015; Doing-Harris et. al., 2017; Hao & Zhang, 2016;
Wallace et. al., 2014). Based on these studies, the results indicated an increase of negative
reviews; negative reviews with a higher position resulted in greater reluctance of a patient to use
a physician’s services. Although negative or dissatisfied comments cannot be avoided, patients
prefer physicians who receive more positive comments than negative or dissatisfied ones (Zhang
et. al., 2018). Due to this, online users should be cautious of these negative or dissatisfied
comments when making decisions about their physicians. These negative comments can damage
a physician’s image or reputation while increasing patient dissatisfaction (Gordon, 2017). The
studies mentioned above focused on the patients’ overall attitudes, rather than on the details of
the negative comments.
Therefore, a combination of these frameworks will be used to analyze negative comments
about consumers’ engagement with cancel culture of a brand online. By providing evidence to
understand how consumers respond, this thesis poses the following research question:
RQ 2: How do audiences, who engage in cancel culture, respond to brands that face cancel
culture on social media?
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Consumers’ Emotional Responses Engaging in Cancel Culture
According to Hoffman and Müller (2009), boycotts are a type of emotional expression
where consumers’ negative emotions can result in an increase in boycott participation
(Lindenmeier et. al., 2012). Although this may seem impactful, James (2010) describes that there
is little research that examines consumers’ emotions in boycott messages, the boycott messages’
emotional intensity, and consumers’ relationship with boycott messages.
A study by Lindenmeier et. al. (2012) found that consumer moral outrage can be a
negative emotional reaction toward unethical organizational behavior. Darley and Pittman (2003)
suggest consumer outrage is a response to violations of cultural or social norms; performed by
various social entities including organizations. Outrage by the consumers can have different
effects from basic emotions. Ideas linked to moral emotions are more complex than basic
emotions and often require an in-depth interpretation and appraisal (Simpson et. al., 2006). As a
response to a violation of moral standards, Batson et. al. (2009) use moral outrage as anger.
Consumer dissatisfaction is one resemblance to consumer outrage. According to
Anderson and Sullivan (1993), consumers respond in dissatisfaction toward unfulfilled
expectations in a brand’s products or services. However, dissatisfaction is different from outrage
in that dissatisfaction is a consumers’ post-purchase experience (Oliver & DeSarbo, 1998),
consumer outrage does not. In addition to this, outrage does not require participation in the event
that caused the outrage, nor does it need the individual to be directly affected by the brand’s
behavior. For instance, corporate behavior that ignites consumer outrage can result in significant
societal consequences, such as cancel culture. Examples that have the ability to spark outrages
include environmental pollution, the toleration of human rights abuses, support for authoritarian
regimes, actions that break with cultural or religious norms, and the exploitation of labor.
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Consumer outrage also plays a role in encouraging pro-social action tendencies such as
boycotting (Haidt, 2003; Klein et. al., 2004).
Various studies demonstrate evidence suggesting that emotional reactions in response to
consumption experiences significantly impact consumer evaluations such as satisfaction
(Mattilla & Wirtz, 2000; Jayanti, 1996; Westbrook, 1987; Westbrook & Oliver, 1991; Oliver,
1993; Dube´-Rioux, 1990). Schoefer and Ennew (2005) recognize emotions as being important
in understanding consumers from various perspectives such as consumer satisfaction and
consumption experiences (Hirschman & Stern, 1999); under this context little research has been
conducted in this area.
Oliver (1997) suggests focusing on emotions that occur as a response to specific
consumption events when examining affective responses to consumption experiences. In support
of this, Bagozzi et. al. (1999) also explain that people respond emotionally when evaluating
something that is relevant to them. The important parts of these arguments highlight that
emotions are consequences of specific events, behaviors, situations, or thoughts. They emphasize
that these events, behaviors, situations, or thoughts do not cause these emotions but that these
emotions are evoked by how individuals evaluate those events, behaviors, situations, or thoughts.
These situations can also provoke different emotional reactions, or none at all, from different
individuals. The emotions generated from these processes are expected to impact consumers’
evaluative judgments (Schoefer & Ennew, 2005).
Recent literature from Schoefer and Ennew (2005) has shown that consumers’ emotions
play an impactful role in behavioral reactions. For instance, Farah and Newman (2010) explain
that one of the main predictors of consumers’ engagement in boycott behavior is emotional
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expression. Emotional expression of anger can lead to consequences by driving negative
secondary crisis communication and reactions (Utz et. al., 2013).
Previous research has shown that stakeholders’ attributions to a crisis are influential to an
organization’s reputation and can result in certain emotions about the organization. According to
Coombs 2007, individuals experience an emotional reaction that influences their behavior when
they attribute responsibility to an event. These attributions cause negative feelings of anger
toward the organization (Coombs 2004). People who express feelings of anger are motivated to
do something about the incident because they believe they are influential to the situation (Lerner
& Tiedens, 2006). As a result, feelings of anger have been predicted to influence purchase
behavior such as negative purchase intentions and spreading negative word-of-mouth (Wetzer et.
al., 2007).
Based on this literature, my thesis plans to answer this question:
RQ 3: What do consumers’ emotional responses tell us about their relationship with the
brand?
Using PR Theory to Minimize A Brand’s Negative Reputation with Cancel Culture
The crisis definition has been refined over the years and is considered a “unique
[moment] in the history of organizations” (Ulmer et. al., 2017, p. 5). Hermann (1963) developed
three characteristics that differentiated crises from unpleasant occurrences. These characteristics
were (1) surprise, where the crisis must occur at a time or level of intensity, (2) threat, that it
affected an organization’s stakeholders, and (3) short response time which required a need for a
quick address.
Other authors have expanded the definition based on these characteristics. For instance,
Fearn-Banks (2017) defined a crisis as “a major occurrence with a potentially negative outcome
16

affecting the organization, company or industry, as well as its publics, products, services, or
good name… it interrupts normal business transactions and threatens the existence of the
organization” (p. 1). Others have worked on expanding the more traditional definition of a crisis
to encompass the spontaneity of the event which creates high levels of uncertainty that can
present opportunities and threats to an organization’s high-priority goals (Ulmer et. al., 2017).
Overall, these definitions hold several important components of a working definition of
an organizational crisis: unexpected, nonroutine, produces uncertainty, creates opportunities and
threat to image, reputation or high priority goals (Ulmer et. al., 2017). With a better
understanding of a crisis, Ulmer et. al. (2017) identified five types of unintentional crises that are
commonly discussed in the public relations industry today: natural disasters, disease outbreaks,
unforeseeable technical interactions, product failure and economy.
However, little to no literature has considered negative social media situations a crisis.
Most of the literature discusses crises that occur off the digital environment. With a continuous
rise in the use of social media, new types of crises, such as “cancel culture,” can also affect the
reputation of organizations and brands as much as offline events. Social media has allowed
organizations to talk directly with its stakeholders. This in itself has its drawbacks because
stakeholders can now also respond and discuss the messages from organizations with each other,
which allows them to form and share their own opinion with the organization (Utz et. al., 2013).
My research plans to introduce “cancel culture” as a social media crisis to this list of
unintentional crises.
A crisis affects an organization's reputation by how it meets stakeholders’ expectations
based on its past behaviors (Wartick, 1992). An organization’s reputation is developed from
information stakeholders receive through various sources such as media, advertising and word of
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mouth while being evaluated in meeting stakeholders’ expectations (Coombs, 2007). One reason
why a crisis threatens to damage reputations is that “... a crisis gives people reasons to think
badly of the organization” (Coombs, 2007, p. 164). Over time, an organization builds on its
reputational capital which is an organization’s “stock of perceptual and social assets – the quality
of the relationship it has established with stakeholders and the regard in which the company and
brand is held” (Fombrun & van Riel, 2004, p. 32). An organization’s reputational capital can be
damaged depending on its reputational history.
Coombs (2007) addresses three crisis factors that shape reputational threat: “(1) initial
crisis responsibility, (2) crisis history and (3) prior relational reputation.” (p. 165) “The crisis
type is how the crisis is being framed” (Coombs, 2007, p. 165). A crisis history “... is whether or
not an organization has had a similar crisis in the past” and analyzes how the organization dealt
with these past crises (Coombs, 2007, p. 167). Prior relational reputation is how stakeholders
perceive the way an organization treats them on a relational level, good or bad (Porritt, 2005).
For instance, an adverse prior relational reputation demonstrates that organizations show little
consideration for its stakeholders. In the end, stakeholders believe that “responsibility requires
accountability, and the organization must answer for its actions (Weiner, 2006)” (Coombs, 2007,
p. 170).
Protecting an organization’s reputation is an important goal in post-crisis communication.
(Dilenschneider, 2000). Coombs (2007) discusses a few ethical responsibilities for crisis
response, for instance, first prioritizing the stakeholders’ protection from physical and
psychological harm; stakeholders want to be informed of what happened. The second
responsibility is to inform stakeholders on what’s being done in the future to prevent this from
reoccurring, also known as corrective action. However, Seeger et. al. (1998, 2001) addresses a
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gap in this literature of theory-driven recommendations for how post-crisis communication can
serve to protect the organization’s reputation.
A challenge in protecting and rebuilding organizational reputation post-crisis is how to
maximize its application. For instance, “... post-crisis communication needs to (1) identify a list
of potential crisis situations, (2) articulate a list of possible crisis responses strategies, and (3)
develop a system for selecting the crisis response strategy that will maximize reputational
protection in a given crisis match[ing] the crisis response to the crisis situation” (Benson, 1988;
Coombs, 1995). Another gap in this literature imposes that “the descriptive rhetorical case
studies on individuals or organizations (e.g., Queen Elizabeth, AT&T, and USAir) cannot
support the causal relationship between the application of [crisis communication strategies] and
the image repair of organizations” (Holtzhausen & Roberts, 2009). In addition to this, the theory
“... failed to provide public relations practitioners the clear direction on when and how to choose
the right strategy in a certain crisis” (Cheng, 2018, p. 60).
As previously mentioned, much of the current literature on cancel culture derives from
crisis communication in a non-digital environment. In fact, Schultz et. al. (2011) explain that
crisis communication effects through Twitter have yet to be analyzed experimentally. Therefore,
this thesis aims to view cancel culture as a digital crisis against organizational reputation by
using image repair strategies to fix its image.
An image is essential to organizations as it “is a perception that develops out of what the
organization says and does as well as by what others say about the organization and how others
behave toward it” (Benoit, 2014, p. 305). Public relations firms are hired to provide preventative
and restorative approaches to restore these image problems. Some authors have argued that the
theory of image restoration is a viable approach for correctly developing and understanding a
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response to a corporate image crisis (Benoit, 1997). Benoit explains there are four reasons why
threats to an image, to both individuals and organizations, are inevitable: (1) the competition for
limited resources can make people unhappy, (2) out-of-control events keep us from meeting
obligations, (3) we are imperfect, and we are prone to mistakes; external factors can also cause
us to make errors as well, and (4) we, as individuals, have different priorities that conflict with
others when competing for goals (Benoit, 2014).
Benoit (1997, 2014) identified two main components when it comes to an attack which
are (1) “The accused is held responsible for an action and (2) The act is considered offensive” (p.
178). There are several different types of responsibilities an organization can be criticized for,
such as performance, order, encouragement, facilitation, permitted, acts of omission or poorly
performed acts. If these acts offend a salient audience and the audience perceives the
organization is responsible for these acts, then the organization’s image is at risk (Benoit, 1997).
Benoit (1997) developed five strategies to restore an organization’s image which include
denial, evasion of responsibility, reducing offensiveness of events, corrective action and
mortification. It is important to note that later this thesis will discuss how the two strategies,
corrective action and mortification, are important for brands to use when dealing with cancel
culture. An organization can restore its image through corrective action where it can develop a
plan to correct or solve its problems from recurring in the future. The last strategy is
mortification, where the organization can apologize for the act and tell the truth. This strategy
shows the organization’s empathy towards its stakeholders.
The overarching theme is that an image can be repaired if an organization can convince
its stakeholders that it was not responsible for the act or that the act was not offensive (Benoit,
2014). To execute this, the organization must understand the accusations or suspicions that
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threaten its image and use a specific process to accomplish this. (1) An organization must be able
to identify the threat(s) to determine which image repair strategy to use and (2) it must
understand the blame and offensiveness of each accusation (Benoit, 2014). Finally, to determine
whether an image repair strategy is effective in restoring an organization’s reputation, Benoit
(2014) states that “... the critic must also consider the audience’s actual perception of the source
before and after the image restoration attempt” (p. 308). If members of the community still do
not believe the organization, then the image repair strategy should be considered unsuccessful.
After analyzing Benoit’s image repair theory, some gaps in this literature have been
identified. For instance, this research has not investigated the application of image repair theory
on social media extensively, nor has there been much modification of this theory for social media
platforms. Much of the literature that has been published (Holtzhausen & Roberts, 2009; Arendt
et. al., 2017) has focused solely on in person interactions rather than on online platforms. Liu and
Fraustino (2014) found that “social media use can be less effective in repairing images when it
replicates strategies used via traditional media” (p. 544). Therefore, it is of extreme importance
that future works be devoted to applying image repair theory on some of the largest online
platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.
Therefore, this thesis aims to explore how organizations can recover from this particular
crisis, so I propose this research question:
RQ 4: What can brands learn from listening to consumers’ suggestive responses online?
CEO Reputation Linked to Brand Reputation
CEOs are the leaders of an organization and their reputation can be impactful on an
organization. For large, powerful business organizations, CEOs take on the role of public figures
by building their reputations in culturally and socially pervasive ways toward shareholders such
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as customers and employees. In academia and the popular domain, CEOs are often recognized as
brands; however, there is little research on the relationship between CEOs and the brand of the
organization they represent. Stakeholders tend to pair the company and its CEO’s reputation
together with the belief that they can negatively or positively affect each other. This relationship
currently has very little research behind it.
CEOs are now seen as more than holding a position to supervise a company, instead, they
are viewed as being responsible for all aspects of the organization including its successes and
failures. In addition to this, they also involve themselves in the direction of the company,
strategy, leadership, management quality, and its values (Nguyen-Dang, 2005). A powerful
CEO’s reputation can have an immediate and tangible effect, while others have had long-lasting
effects. An example of this is seen in the Sunbeam Corporation when it hired Al Dunlap as its
CEO. Sunbeam’s stock rose to 60% because the shareholders’ reactions supported Dunlap’s
reputation specializing in turnaround press coverage rather than an announcement or plan to
increase profit. Ranft et al., (2006), believed that the stock increase was likely a combination of
Dunlap’s reputational history in restructuring corporate strategies from his previous corporate
occupation along with the “increased expectations the financial marketplace and investment
community anticipated.” This new image of the CEO is nurtured by the public’s trust, which has
been cultivated by the media. CEOs cultivate a brand that is seen as an intangible asset to their
reputation. This cultivation is forced through reputation management and political skills; these
skills are also pulled by the media (Ranft et al., 2006)
The CEO replicates what the organization stands for through his or her character traits
(Casanova, 2004). In turn, they also may adapt these qualities from the organizations to
themselves; for instance, a CEO can be associated with an innovative quality of the company
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they represent as a whole. There are also cases where the values of the company are similar to
those the CEO holds, as was the case with Virgin Group’s (a brand with multiple sectors) former
CEO Richard Branson since he founded the brand (Bendisch, 2009). In contrast, Shepherd
(2005) explains that brand conflict can occur when the CEO has a brand that misaligns with the
organization’s brand.
The connection and support between the CEO’s brand and the organization’s brand are
beneficial to the CEO (Peters, 1997). For instance, corporate names can provide a strong
reputation to any brand (Kapferer, 1997). It is argued that the organization’s standard or quality
is important in addition to the brand’s strength when it comes to brand equity (Srivastava and
Shocker, 1991). The added value is higher for both the CEO and the organization when the
standard or quality is higher between the CEO’s and the organization’s reputations (Bendisch,
2009).
Overall, studies have shown that the CEO’s reputation is linked to the organization’s
reputation whether it be in a negative or positive light. For instance, Burson-Marsteller’s (2006)
survey revealed that 47% of the population studied supported the notion that the CEO’s
reputation influences the company’s reputation; more specifically, in Germany 60% of the
participants agreed (Burson-Marsteller, 2006). An example of this from Germany is that of CEO
Josef Ackermann representing Deutsche Bank. Ackermann was accused of betrayal which
consequently led to his poor reputation by the German press. At the end of 2006, however, the
press characterized him as a successful, competent leader because of his success and positive
reputation with the Deutsche Bank, which was under his leadership at the time. The positive
reputation of the Deutsche Bank was therefore transferred to him (Lichter and Tödtmann, 2006).
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Financial Consequences of Boycott
Goya’s cancelation led to its financial hardship as consumers of the brand participated in
various boycott behaviors. Nielsen, a global marketing research firm, conducted a study on Latin
food sales, specifically looking at grocery tracking. It found that bean sale revenue in the U.S.
increased by 51.5% in 2020 compared to the year prior as a result of families stocking due to the
pandemic. Goya, a large provider of several different bean varieties, reported a spike in sales
through July 2020 compared to the previous year.
Since the Goya boycott, however, competing brands were experiencing positive
momentum (Atkinson, 2020). This is likely because Goya’s consumers reverted to using an
alternative brand since Goya misaligned with their social values. Penzey’s Spices chief
executive, Bill Penzey told NBC news there was a huge interest in his products since the boycott.
The interest was so strong that he also considered launching a Puerto Rican-style Adobo recipe
later in the year to capitalize on Goya’s consumers’ comments requesting an alternative spice
brand. To support this, Penzey stated, “Of the 412 items that we sell, our Adobo seasoning was
75th in popularity and in the week since [the Goya boycott], it’s moved to 40th,” (Atkinson,
2020).
Because Goya is a privately held company, statistics on how its sales were affected as a
result of the boycott were not readily accessible. Atkinson (2020) found Goya’s cancelation
spectacle accumulated $10 million of free positive marketing. This was calculated by Apex
Marketing Group using advertising value equivalency (Fencl, 2020). Apex argued that these $10
million would need to be spent on purchasing advertisements on television in support of the
brand. Due to the publicity the boycott gained, these advertisements, more specifically news
stories, were free for Goya. In comparison, similar airtime against the brand would have cost an
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estimated $47 million. This shows that although there is no evidence that Goya may have lost
sales as a result of the CEO’s comments, this number speaks to the negative reputation that has
lingered for the Goya brand.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
This thesis takes a mixed-method case study approach by using qualitative methods such
as social listening, textual, and thematic analysis to determine how consumers’ perceptions of
cancel culture impact the brand’s reputation. Goya Foods Inc., a U.S. Hispanic-owned food
company, will be the focal point for both methodologies employed and subsequent analysis of
findings.
Brand Selection
Goya Foods is a premier source for authentic Latin cuisine with a story emphasizing its
importance of family and achieving the American dream. Originating in New York City, Goya
focused on Latin culture in the U.S. as its founders Don Prudencio Unanue and his wife Carolina
Casal both immigrated from Spain. As the Hispanic population in New York grew, so did the
brand. As the leader in the culinary culture of Latin cuisine and a trusted American brand, Goya
provides over 2,500 high-quality and affordable products from the Caribbean, Mexico, Spain,
Central, and South America. Goya’s motto is “If It’s Goya, It Has to Be Good.” It is important to
note that in 2011, Goya was the only company ever to be honored by President Barack Obama
for its success and commitment to the Hispanic community (Goya Foods Website, n/a).
On July 9, 2020, Goya’s CEO Robert Unanue stated, “We’re all truly blessed at the same
time to have a leader like President Trump,” at a press conference that angered consumers who
were loyal to the brand. President Trump has a history of saying racist ideologies about the
Hispanic demographic, and this was of concern considering that the majority of Goya’s
consumers are of Hispanic descent. When the video of his statement was posted and shared on
Twitter, along with other social media outlets, people developed the hashtag #Goyaway to
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boycott the company for the CEO’s lack in explaining the comment. Consequently, this boycott
led to a massive decline in sales of the brand and caused a negative reputation surrounding it.
This incident is the reason why Goya Foods was chosen as the focal point to assess the
effectiveness of cancel culture’s impact on the brand’s reputation and its relationship with its
loyal customers. This thesis will use a qualitative approach through social listening to gather
sentiment insight of the brand along with a textual and thematic analysis of Twitter posts.
Social Listening
Sample, procedure, and measures. In order to further analyze the effectiveness of
cancel culture’s impact on brand reputation, a case study of Goya Foods was employed utilizing
social listening. Social Studio, a social listening tool provided by Syracuse University, was used
to examine Twitter posts and online conversations surrounding Goya Foods. Beginning with the
process of setting up the measures for Social Studio, also known as the “Topic Profile,” I first set
up the profile to view the online discussion on Twitter, since that is the social media platform I
focused my research on. Filters were applied to ensure social listening was focused; for instance,
the language of online discussion was set to “English,” the media types were set to “comments,”
“mainstream news,” and “Twitter,” and the region was set to the “United States.”
Social Studio focuses its social listening on keywords, which are viewed as hashtags
since it helps find specific topics about subjects through online discussion; this is especially
useful for finding conversations about cancel culture or researching online boycotts. Hashtags
have also helped social media users find targets for evaluation and determine whether these
topics (or brands) are involved in positive or negative discussions (Zappavigna, 2011).
By looking at the Goya Foods hashtags, online content was evaluated for mentions of
Goya using eight keywords: “#goyaway,” “goyaway,” “#boycottgoya,” “boycottgoya,”
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“#goyacancel,” “goyacancel,” “#cancelgoya,” and “cancelgoya.” These words and hashtags were
selected based on several search iterations and were found to best encompass the concept of
cancel culture and its impact on Goya’s brand reputation. Reliability of keywords was ensured
by dozens of sample searches to ensure keyword selections did not encompass search results for
unrelated topics. The last part of the process required a specific time frame, and this was set from
June 28 to July 28, 20211. Based on all the filters and keywords, 42 tweets were retrieved from
the social listening tool.
Social Studio provides data from different measures which are displayed in various maps,
so I pulled four elements that I felt were important to highlight and related to my research on
cancel culture impacting brand reputation. These elements were the (1) Top Words, (2)
Sentiment, (3) Sentiment Trend, and (4) Influencers. These elements are explained more in-depth
in the Results Chapter. To complement my findings from the social listening tool, thematic and
content analysis was used to support my research.
Thematic and Content Analysis
Sample, procedure, and measures. In order to analyze the ability of cancel culture’s
impact on organizational reputation, a case study of Goya Foods was employed. A textual and
thematic analysis was utilized to examine social media posts and online conversations. This
approach relied on secondary data that was gathered on social media through Twitter comments.
Online content was analyzed, specifically focusing on Twitter as previous studies have shown
that this is where cancel culture occurs most (Falter, 2020). A textual analysis of Twitter
comments was conducted on 200 Tweets matching these criteria: The Twitter posts must have
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My original intentions were to perform an analysis on Social Studio over the course of one year,
however, I was limited to one month.
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these hashtags: #Goyaway #GoyAway #BoycottGoya #GoyaBoycott #GoyaCancel
#CancelGoya and #ByeGoya. Twitter posts of retweets of the same tweet about #Goyaway
#GoyAway #BoycottGoya #GoyaCancel and #CancelGoya will be removed as these are
considered duplicate content deemed unnecessary.
Using a study from Zhang et. al. (2018), I performed a coding system using their
framework for categorizing tweets according to three broad themes: narrative, emotional, and
suggestive. A narrative tweet entails that the text reveals the consumer’s experience with or
opinion of Goya in an objective manner. An emotional tweet entails that the text reveals the
consumer’s emotion against the brand (ie: anger or dissatisfaction) and includes the use of capital
case and profanity. A suggestive tweet entails that the text reveals the consumer’s alternative
choice from the Goya brand or their suggestion for what the CEO should have done. After this
first coding process, 43.5% (87) tweets fell in the narrative category, 34% (68) tweets fell under
suggestive, and 22.5% (45) tweets remained in the emotional category.
An additional procedure was conducted to develop subcategories within each main
theme. For instance, three major subcategories emerged from the narrative category, which were
(1) product experience, (2) politically driven, and (3) personal experience with an emphasis on
cultural identity. Five subcategories were revealed from the emotional category, and these were
(1) disappointment, (2) betrayal, (3) anger, (4) revenge satisfaction, and (5) sarcasm. The last
category on suggestive comments demonstrated four subcategories which were (1) mentioned an
alternative brand, (2) mentioned an alternative action, (3) encouraged support for the boycott,
and (4) CEO call to action.
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Both of these procedures took three weeks to carefully read each tweet and identify
which category the tweet belonged to. This also included the process of reading and analyzing
the tweets several times to identify recurring themes for the subcategories.
All posts analyzed required an active Twitter profile within the past three months. The
Twitter account must have a profile and cover photo to prevent phish accounts, and the profile
must be public for accessibility purposes. Additionally, the method of data collection and
tabulation of results were adapted from procedures set forth by studies from Reyes-Menedez et.
al. (2013), Makarem and Jae (2016), and Zhang et. al. (2018).
Goya Foods was selected based on Porter Novelli’s 2021 Business of Cancel Culture
Study and for the reasons previously described. Search results included data collected from
Social Studio’s basic source list that generally includes various social media platforms, but
specifically focusing on Twitter. The research was conducted in July 2021. All search results
were limited to users in the U.S. and spanned from July 9, 2020, to July 5, 2021.
Justification
A textual and sentiment analysis provides an in-depth understanding of consumers’
perceptions, emotions, and potentially their future actions in response to the brand. This method
is suitable because consumers tweet their expressions in real-time, making them relevant and
salient to boycotters who share these online (Hoffman, 2011). This method is also affordable for
researchers since it is easier to gather textual consumer data from online platforms. In addition to
this, it provides researchers a more naturalistic way to gather data in an unobtrusive manner
while remaining anonymous, especially for studying sensitive topics such as boycotts (Makarem
and Jae, 2016).
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To reduce the bias of qualitative research, I ensured my research focused on minimizing
errors throughout the procedures. The Twitter comments were randomly sampled using the
hashtags #Goyaway #GoyAway #BoycottGoya #GoyaBoycott #GoyaCancel #CancelGoya and
#ByeGoya within a whole year to allow for a greater range of discourse. Another way the
research minimized error was by conducting multiple processes for coding and categorizing the
Twitter comments to ensure the themes fit with the topic of consumer reactions when responding
to cancel culture.
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Chapter 4: Results
Social Media Engagement Trends for Brands Facing Cancel Culture
Sentiment analysis was used to explore how consumers felt about Goya in an online
setting and to understand the social media engagement trends toward brands facing cancel
culture. By using Social Studio, a sentiment analysis tool, I was able to find 42 Twitter posts
over the span of a month from June 28 to July 28, 2021. Below are some of the data that I
highlighted.
Some of the key findings from Social Studio demonstrated the overall negative sentiment
tweets toward the brand. Influencers and hashtags aimed to cancel the brand helped to highlight
the boycott causing the peak negative sentiment trend even from a year ago when the incident
first occurred. These findings show the trends in social media engagement between consumers
and Goya, who is facing cancel culture.
Figure 1 demonstrates a word bubble showcasing the top words used within the Twitter
posts with the largest words being the most common. As you can see, #boycottgoya is the most
common hashtag in the data. It was interesting to see this data compared to the hashtag data I
gathered from the 200 tweets mentioned before. Table 1 illustrates the different hashtags I found
in my data along with its frequencies, and I found that the hashtags #BoycottGoya and
#GoyaBoycott were the second most frequent hashtags in the data. These hashtags function to
strategically cancel Goya by indicating the target of appraisal and intensifying the call, making
the hashtag more searchable by other social media users. In addition to this, hashtags allow
social media users to determine whether the subject, Goya Foods, is involved in negative or
positive tweets (Zappavigna, 2011).
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Figure 1. Top Words for Goya Foods.

Table 1. Types of Hashtags (#) and Frequencies
Types of Hashtags (#)

Frequency

%

#Goyaway and #GoyAway

98

49%

#BoycottGoya and #GoyaBoycott

62

31%

#GoyaCancel and #CancelGoya

27

13.5%

#ByeGoya

26

13%

*Some tweets contain more than one hashtag (#)
Figure 2 showed the overall sentiment of the Goya tweets in both negative, in red, and
positive, in green. The image clearly showed that 57.7 % of the tweets were negative sentiment,
whereas 42.3% of the tweets were positive sentiment. This sentiment is valuable in informing
organizations about consumers’ perceptions of the brand, showing the public mood, and
understanding consumers’ feelings about the brand (Makarem and Jae, 2016).
Figure 2. Goya Sentiment Circle Chart.
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Figure 3 illustrated the sentiment trend of Goya Foods for the past month with the red
line indicating negative sentiment and the green line indicating positive sentiment. It is clear that
the negative sentiment was more prevalent than the positive sentiment within the time frame. It is
also worth noting that the highest negative sentiment occurred around July 5, 2021, as this
marked the one-year anniversary of the CEO’s statement incident.
Figure 3. Goya Sentiment Trend.

Figure 4 shows how cancel culture against Goya decreased within a year of its incident.
Based on the 200 collected tweets, 128 tweets (64%) about boycotting Goya were posted from
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July to September 2020. This is followed by 11 tweets (5.5%) from October to December 2020,
54 tweets (27%) from January to March 2021, and four tweets (2%) from April to July 2021.
Figure 4. Goya Cancel Culture Over Time

Figure 5 showed a list of the top 10 influencers of the Goya boycott. Influencers are
known for impacting consumers’ thoughts, attitudes, and opinions about a brand and in turn,
influence trends about purchasing a product (Zak and Hasprova, 2019). These influencers were
likely to influence other consumers’ thoughts, attitudes and opinions about Goya to boycott the
brand, causing its financial hardship.
Figure 5. Top 10 Social Media Influencers of the Goya Boycott
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Consumers’ Reactions when Engaging in Cancel Culture
Content analysis was used to explore the factors associated with cancel culture against a
brand, specifically Goya Foods. This approach relied on secondary data that was gathered on
social media through Twitter comments. 200 Tweets were selected at random which contained
one of several hashtags that were associated with Goya Foods and fell within a one-year range
starting on July 9, 2020 and ending on July 5, 2021. The Twitter posts contained one or a
combination of these hashtags: #Goyaway #GoyAway #BoycottGoya #GoyaBoycott
#GoyaCancel and #CancelGoya.
The sample of 200 tweets on cancel culture or boycott messaging was categorized into
three broad themes: (1) narrative, including an explanation of consumer’s experiences or
opinions with the Goya Foods brand (2) emotional tweets relating to the brand, and (3)
suggestive tweets for using alternative brands or actions for the CEO (Zhang et al., 2018). Table
2 shows the definition of each broad theme, the frequency, and percentages found in the data.
These three themes may not always be identifiable in each comment, whereas sometimes,
commenters could mention all of them.
Table 2. Three General Themes of Consumers’ Tweet Responses to Goya Cancellation.
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Theme

Definition

Frequency

%

Narrative

The consumer reveals their experience with or opinion of
Goya in an objective manner.

87

43.5%

Suggestion Tweet reveals the consumer’s reconsideration of, plan or
alternative choice from the Goya brand. It can also reveal
the consumer’s opinionative suggestion of the CEO’s
actions.

68

34%

45

22.5%

Emotion

Tweet reveals the consumer’s emotion against the brand (ie:
anger, dissatisfaction, resentment, disappointment, upset).

Next, I’d like to present data that looks at how consumers participate in cancel culture
through narrative, emotional and suggestive responses toward Goya Foods.
Tweets Representing Consumers’ Narrative Responses in Relation to Cancel Culture
A majority of consumers’ responses to the Goya Foods cancellation fell in the narrative
theme category with 43.5%. Narrative tweets describe the consumers’ experience with the Goya
Foods products or describe their opinion of the brand in an objective manner. Within the 87
tweets, there were three specific themes present which were (1) product experience, (2)
politically driven, and (3) personal experience with an emphasis in cultural identification.
Product experience.
Tweet 1
Never purchased or enjoyed their products anyway. I’ll stick to unionized store brands,
thank you very mucho! #cancelgoya
Tweet 2
Shelves in NJ full and stocked. Nobody is buying Goya here despite very large Hispanic
community. #BoycottGoya #Goyaway #BoycottGoyaFoods #ByeGoya #HealthyEating
#healthy This is unprecedented in NJ:
Tweet 3
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#Goyaway forever. I haven't bought one single Goya food item since Unanue first
opened his mouth in support of Trump. I see today that he is still at it. Apparently Goya is
tired of having customers. I know they no longer have me.
Tweet 1 describes the consumer’s opinion about disliking the brand’s product and further
explains that they plan to purchase from brands that better align with their values instead. There
is evidence that suggests some consumers may change their purchasing behavior and
relationships with a brand in response to its values, reputation, and political activity (Endres &
Panagopoulos, 2017). Tweet 2 describes the consumer’s observations at a New Jersey grocery
store where the brand’s products can still be found on shelves in large quantities. The consumer
emphasizes that this behavior is odd considering that there is a large Hispanic demographic who
uses those products which further demonstrates the effectiveness of the boycott. Tweet 3 states
the consumer’s opinion about not purchasing the brand’s products because of the CEO’s first
incident and further explains that the second incident made it more of a reason to not support the
brand. The tweet demonstrates some sarcasm as the consumer states “Apparently Goya is tired of
having customers” to emphasize the brand’s continuous wrongdoings without thinking about its
customers.
Politically driven.
Tweet 4
.@GoyaFoods has been a staple of so many Latino households for generations.
Now their CEO, Bob Unanue, is praising a president who villainizes and maliciously
attacks Latinos for political gain. Americans should think twice before buying their
products. #Goyaway
Tweet 5
Robert Unuane shame on you! Your MIGRANT G.Father founded the largest
Hispanic/Latino-owned food company in the United States. THE 377th LARGEST
PRIVATE American company! & you’ve sold ALL of us out! #NoMoreGoya
#CancelGoya
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Tweet 6
There's nothing more terrifying to a Brand, manufacturer or retailer than an INFORMED,
politically motivated shopper. What better way to respond to the political musings of
#Goya CEO than COUNTERING with an intentional economic response. IF you keep it
up? They might #Goyaway.
Tweet 7
#Goya brand & @GoyaFoods is now directly associated with racist rhetoric, family
separation, the intent to eliminate #DACA, separating #Latinx families and putting
Latinx children in cages. #boycottgoyafoods #byegoya #BoycottGoya
Considering that the CEO’s incident involved political support, a majority of the tweet
responses involved dislike for political themes. For instance, tweet 4 mentions the consumer’s
dislike of the brand’s CEO support for President Trump. They described President Trump as a
villain and malicious for attacking the Hispanic demographic which showed the hypocrisy of the
brand. Tweet 5 takes a different perspective by criticizing the CEO and bringing up the brand’s
migrant history and background to explain how the brand betrayed the Hispanic demographic.
Tweet 6 explains how the brand’s political support can be counterargued by the customers’
political decision to boycott the brand which can cause major financial hardship in return. Lastly,
tweet 7 demonstrates the consumer’s opinion by associating the brand with negative political
themes such as racism, DACA elimination, family separation, and immigration issues since the
CEO stated his support for President Trump who has supported all these actions.
Personal experience - culture.
Tweet 8
Imagine being this stupid. Seriously, imagine thinking Latinos would cancel OUR OWN
CULTURE, which we cling to as a form of identity. Child, I can make my own adobo
and sofrito and La Preferida is still morally pure. Latino culture will be just fine.
#GOYABOYCOTT

Tweet 9
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Growning up in a poor household, Goya was a staple to our diet.. i have made it a staple
in my kids diet as well.. But not anymore.. The great thing about social media. You get to
see the values your money is supporting. #GOYABOYCOTT
Tweet 10
I guess he thinks Latinos are so brand-loyal that they will support him for president
because he supports GOYA products. We have a word for that in Spanish that starts with
a P, but it might get me kicked off of Twitter - it's not very polite...#Goyaway
Tweet 11
"This half-Caribbean household is adapting to #goyaway / #goyaboycott. Pretty easy.
The picture is what was left of the adobo after Mo used it to make red beans and rice
with Chicken. Of course new people are buying @GoyaFoods now, but that won’t make
up for loyal customers lost."
Another majority of the tweets showcased consumer’s identification or cultural
experiences with the brand as these are common narratives or stories seen in the profession.
Beginning with tweet 8, the consumer pointed out that the Latino demographic would not cancel
its own culture, an identity this demographic grew into, and instead would cancel the brand by
making their own products. Tweet 9 told the consumer’s experience growing up with the brand
as part of their culture, but they also explained that the aid of social media has helped them
decide to boycott the brand since it was trending at the time. Twitter is becoming an effective
source for searching what other people say online in real-time, especially with the use of
hashtags as mentioned before (Zappavigna, 2011). Tweet 10 stated that President Trump may
have believed that the Latino demographic will support him, due to them being loyal to the
brand. However, the tweet further makes the assumption that the Hispanic demographic will
cancel the brand because it supports President Trump. Tweet 11 describes the consumer’s
household “half-Carribean” identity adapting to use other alternatives to the Goya Foods brand.
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They also reference themselves as loyal customers who are no longer loyal to the brand because
of its actions.
Tweets Representing Consumers’ Emotional Responses in Relation to Cancel Culture
The next group of consumers’ cancel culture responses toward Goya foods were
emotional-based and made up 22.5% of the data. Emotional responses described the consumers’
emotion against the brand using variations of emoticons and capital case. Within the 45 tweets,
five specific themes emerged, and these were (1) disappointment, (2) betrayal, (3) anger, (4)
revenge satisfaction, and (5) sarcasm.
Disappointment.
Tweet 12
Sad to see Goya foods sell out to this traterous, racist President. A man who’s demonized
Hispanic people for years, yet you stand side by side with him. #cancelgoya Goya will
no longer be served in my household.
Tweet 13
#Goyaway #GOYABOYCOTT I am appalled and disheartened to here the CEO of Goya
Foods say that Trump is a fine president. As a Puerto Rican growing up in NYC Goya is
a staple of almost everything I eat. But what Trump has done to my beautiful Island, how
he treated the people, and I'm going as far back as his Golf Course on the island that he
still owes 30 million dollars on. I cannot support a company that stands with that tyrant,
that wannabe dictator, that NYC sewer rat that reared its ugly head and roared. Down
With Trump. Don't support Goya. #DnD
Tweet 14
Just opened my last case of Goya beans. They are good but I will no longer buy from a
company whose head forgets where he came from and fraternizes with he who condemns
us unjustly. #goyaway #ididnforget #iwontforget #DumpTrump2020
Tweet 15
So sad that I can never enjoy this marinade again. Ever. It’s going in the trash - right
where Goya’s CEO belongs. #BoycottGoya
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Expressive motivations are one non instrumental method for individuals to participate in
boycott behaviors. These are behaviors where participants vent or express emotions such as
displeasure, anger, and outrage toward the brand’s actions (Makarem and Jae, 2016). For
example, tweet 12 showed the consumer’s disappointment toward the brand for supporting a
president who has made negative comments toward the brand’s main target audience, who are
Hispanics. Tweet 13 discussed the consumer’s personal identity as a Puerto Rican in relation to
the president’s negative actions and treatment toward the island and its people. Prior to the Goya
incident, the president had neglected the territory of Puerto Rico after the destruction caused by
Hurricane Maria. For this reason, the consumer states that they no longer support a brand that
affiliates itself with what they mention as a “tyrant.”
Tweet 14 mentions the loss of support for the brand and divergence from its Hispanic
roots and the hypocrisy for supporting a public official who expressed their hatred toward the
demographic. Tweet 15 refers to the consumer’s disappointment with not being able to use the
brand’s products and plans to throw them in the trash because of the CEO’s poor statements.
This is also seen in Figure 6 of an image with the consumer’s purchased products in the trash bin
as participating in the boycott. Disappointment is oftentimes the most memorable and most
negative experience individuals can have with a brand (Tilley 2010). The ways brands engineer
their deliveries to the public can have different results. In this situation, however, we see that the
overall feeling was that of sadness and breaking of the relationship with the brand.
Figure 6. Goya Foods products in trash bin.
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Betrayal.
Tweet 16
Been loyal to you for so many years but sadly, today we will use up those last Goya
products that have been in the pantry and never buy Goya products again. I feel betrayed
by a dear old friend. #Goyaway
Tweet 17
@GoyaFoods you betrayed your people now you must face the financial backlash.
#BoycottGoyaFoods #TrumpFailedAmerica #cancelgoya Your grandparents are rolling
in their graves with utter disgust! #bangoya #goyagone
Tweet 18
Good "community" work, but I am still boycotting GOYA! I was a loyal GOYA
CUSTOMER FOR OVER 30 YEARS, NOT ANYMORE! #GOYABOYCOTT
Tweet 16 refers to the brand as the consumer’s “dear old friend” which describes the
relationship and loyalty that was tarnished because of the incident. Tweet 17 describes how the
brand betrayed its “people,” who are referred to as the main publics of the brand, and how they
should face financial hardship. Tweet 18 mentions the consumer’s long-term loyalty to the brand
and how the incident caused the consumer to no longer support it.
Anger.
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Tweet 19
FUCK YOU @goya I HOPE EVERY LATINO STOPS USING YOUR PRODUCTS.
KNOW I DID I TOSSED IT ALL IN THE TRASH. By YOUR ACTIONS I
WOULDNT FEED IT TO THE STRAY DOG OUTSIDE MY WINDOW. So... FUCK
YOU VERY MUCH. #Goyaway #cancelgoya
Tweet 20
@GoyaFoods Your CEO is a disgrace. I will not purchase any more Goya products until
he's terminated. A spews idiotic and dangerous rhetoric, and obviously censuring him did
nothing. #ByeGoya
Tweet 21
This is what happens @GoyaFoods when you piss off everyone. They don't buy your
filthy political products! Bwahaha #BoycottGoya
Tweet 22
Well ...that does it! Obviously your CEO has no respect or loyalty to the company he
represents! Personally I won't buy anymore of your products. I will make my own
Sofrito! No más Goya.
#GOYABOYCOTT
Anger is an important part of understanding anti-consumption frameworks, also known as
boycott behaviors, (Lai and Aritejo, 2010). Tweet 19 demonstrates the consumer’s hatred
towards the brand through the use of capital case and profanity. This tweet further describes the
consumer’s resentment by explaining how they would not go as far as feeding the brand’s
products to a stray dog, demonstrating the products as disrespectful to give to an animal who
does not know the given situation. Tweet 20 showed the consumer’s angry reaction toward the
CEO by describing his rhetoric as “idiotic and dangerous” and how censuring him or terminating
him would have prevented this anger. Tweet 21 mentions that the brand collectively angered
“everyone” because the CEO supported a political figure. This tweet also indirectly suggests that
brands should not support political ideologies because it might anger people. Tweet 22 showed
the consumer’s anger toward the CEO for disrespecting the brand he represents. This tweet
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further describes how the consumer’s anger led them to no longer purchase from the brand and
instead make their own version of the product.
Revenge satisfaction.
Tweet 23
.@GoyaFoods yes still boycotting you! Happy when I go to the store that your products
are just sitting there! We the people have other choices. #BoycottGoya #Goyaway
#GOYA #goyaboycott @POTUS @IvankaTrump By the way Kirby is also a Goya
product! #boycottKirby @kirbyfoods
Tweet 24
Went to the grocery store for rice and the goya shelf was full, I should have taken a
picture. Proud of our community. #Goyaway #goyaboycott
Revenge satisfaction fits these tweets as consumers respond with their satisfaction for the
revenge being taken on the brand in the form of the boycott against the brand and CEO. Tweet
23 states the consumer’s status on boycotting the brand and explains their pleased reaction to the
brand’s products sitting on the shelves at the grocery store. The consumer also proudly states that
collectively, the brand’s customers, have other alternatives to use. Tweet 24 explains the
consumer’s regret with not taking a photo of the shelves full of the brand’s products but goes on
to say they are proud of the community for continuing to boycott the brand.
Sarcasm.
Tweet 25
Accountable for what? Because a portion of the population felt offended by Goy’s CEO
comments. Biden nor anyone else make me dislike Goya, his CEO did. #goyaway
Tweet 26
Cute. But I’ll never buy another one of their products. There are plenty of better, cheaper
alternatives readily available in most of the civilized world now. #Goyaway
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Tweet 25 demonstrates the consumer’s sarcasm that President Trump is not being
accountable for Goya’s boycott and that instead, the CEO made them dislike the brand. Tweet 26
explains the consumer’s sarcasm of being annoyed by Goya’s actions and plans to continue
boycotting the brand by encouraging others that there are affordable products.
Tweets Representing Consumers’ Suggestive Responses for Better PR Practices
Lastly, tweets with a suggestive theme made up the second most response consumers
posted about on Twitter with 34%. A suggestive response was defined as a tweet that reveals the
consumer’s reconsideration of plan or alternative choice from the brand. These tweets could have
also revealed the consumer’s opinionative suggestion of the CEO’s actions. Of the 68 tweets in
the suggestion category, four specific themes were present in the data where consumers
responded with (1) mentioning an alternative action, (2) mentioning an alternative brand, (3)
encouraging support for the boycott, and (4) suggesting a CEO call to action.
Mentioning an alternative brand.
Tweet 27
I did buy Goya beans and found a good in to substitute is Rancho Foods on Amazon, in
Publix or onlin. You don’t need to buy much to get free shipping. California owned
Latino business also Pinche mambicho Lambón #Goya #GoyaBoycott #BoycottGoya
Tweet 28
Enjoying tastes of Tampa with @VigoFoods (and an alternative to @GoyaFoods).
#Goyaway #VigoFoods #Latin #Italian #Tampa #TampaBay
Tweet 29
You know who isn’t getting any more of my money? @GoyaFoods You know who I will
be buying from as a replacement? @BadiaSpices I have been buying from Badia for
years, but now I will not spend another penny on any Goya products. #CancelGoya
#ConMigoNo #AMiMeRespeta
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The three examples of tweets that fell into this category all described how consumers
mentioned other alternatives or substitutes for brands compared to Goya Foods and tagged it in
their tweets. Tweets 27 to 29 tagged various brands such as Rancho Foods, Vigo Foods, and
Badia Spices to show consumers that there are product options other than Goya Foods. This is
especially important with research showing that in times of boycott and cancellation, consumers
are more motivated to purchase goods from the competition rather than buying from the brand
being affected (Endres and Panagopoulos, 2017).
Mentioning an alternative action.
Tweet 30
Can y’all make a video on how to make adobo and/or sofrito from scratch — asking for a
lot of friends?! Weary face #ByeGoya
Tweet 31
Fuck Goya BUT before you throw away those cans of beans, consider donating them to a
local food bank instead. Throwing away food is wasteful af especially in these trying
times. p.s. Conchita & La Costeña ftw! #Goyaway #GOYABOYCOTT
Tweet 32
After the deplorable statements from #Goya CEO Robert Unanue I’m putting a PAUSE
on any Goya product purchases. I’ll be making my OWN Goya seasoning from this
recipe until he’s fired Raising hands Flag of Haiti #GOYABOYCOTT #Goyaway
Tweet 33
I will use the products I currently have (which goes beyond beans) and then either buy
other brands or make my own products instead of relying on them. #Goyaway
In addition to mentioning alternative brands, consumers also tweeted various actions for
those who either have the products at home or plan to go grocery shopping. For instance, tweet
30 requests for Twitter users to create a video on making products that the brand sells from
scratch instead of purchasing it to prevent supporting the brand. Tweet 31 provides a different
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suggestion for those who already have the products at home by encouraging consumers to donate
the food instead of wasting it. Tweet 32 states that the consumer plans to stop buying Goya
Foods products because of the CEO’s statements and is instead making her own seasoning
recipes, shown in Figure 7, to prevent supporting the brand. Lastly, tweet 33 explains how the
consumer plans to use the products they already purchased, prior to the brand’s cancellation, and
stop purchasing more; or they planned to make their own products instead. Figure 8
demonstrates an image of a consumer’s experience at the store by showing how the Goya Foods
products are full on the shelf, meaning that other people were boycotting the brand by not
purchasing it. Overall, these tweets demonstrate how consumers participate in the avoidance of
the brand through various methods, whether they already have the products or whether they run
into the products at their local grocery stores. By participating in these various boycott actions,
consumers feel that they are making a difference in signaling the brand to change its behavior
(Klein et al., 2004).
Figure 7. Poster of Sazón (translated to seasoning) Recipe
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Figure 8. Goya Foods bean products stocked on shelf

Encouraging support for the Boycott.
Tweet 34
You definitely do “boycott family” when the family sides with the oppressor. #Goyaway
Tweet 35
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I have written to Goya on their website regarding the disgusting rhetoric of their CEO
and told them I will boycott their foods and encourage others to do likewise
#BoycottGoya
Tweet 36
If Goya Guy is going to lie about the presidency, I’m not trusting him about food, are
you? #Goyaway
It is common for consumers of a cancelled brand to actively encourage other loyal
consumers of the brand to boycott. This ties into the consumer’s “perceived efficacy” where they
believe that boycott participants can contribute to achieving the overall goal of cancelling or
boycotting the brand (Klein et al., 2004). For example, tweet 34 mentions “family” as a way for
showing how the brand had built a strong relationship with its consumers. However, the
consumer wants others to know that there is an option to cancel family when they support or do
something wrong thereby breaking the relationship. It also changes a consumer’s mindset by
relating the brand to an individual to ease the process of boycotting or cutting off support from
the brand. Tweet 35 explains a consumer’s action of writing to the brand’s website describing
their disgust and has encouraged others to do the same as a way of participating in the boycott.
Tweet 36 takes a personal perspective by questioning the CEO’s trust and asking loyal
consumers whether this is who they support. This encourages the consumers to reconsider their
support and are more encouraged to boycott the brand.

CEO call to action.
Tweet 37
Hoping the @GoyaFoods Board handles its CEO violating his agreement to not speak
publicly about politics without board approval. Can’t imagine the #Goya board approved
Unanue’s CPAC speech. #BoycottGoya
Tweet 38
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@GoyaFoods board we are waiting for you to fire this seditious traitor. #BoycottGoya
Tweet 39
ATTENTION @GoyaFoods - you do realize that #RobertUnanue does not have to be
CEO. You do realize he can be replaced, right? #GOYABOYCOTT #Goya2021
#CancelGoya #CancelRobertUnanue
Tweet 40
".@GoyaFoods it literally costs your CEO $0 to keep his racist mouth shut. Hope his
president can save y’all from going bankrupt. #Goyaway"
Tweet 41
Don't forget to #GOYABOYCOTT #Goyaway Until and unless @GoyaFoods apologizes
to their customers for spitting in our faces and telling us it's raining. Or fire the CEO and
denounce his statements.
Although there was a small sample of tweets on consumers making a suggestive action
for the CEO of Goya Foods, these tweets are still worth mentioning because they provide
different actions that can be done to help the brand be uncancelled (Porter Novelli, 2021). For
instance, tweet 37 explains that the consumer suggests the Goya Foods Executive Board better
manage the CEO to prevent him from making political statements without prior consultation.
This tweet showed that the board should be held responsible and punish the CEO for his
statements. Tweet 38 further supported the idea that the board is responsible and suggested they
fire the CEO. Tweet 39 provides a different suggestion by mentioning that he should be replaced
instead. Tweet 40 suggests that the CEO should not have made the political statement supporting
the president as it would have not resulted in the loss of the brand’s reputation. Lastly, tweet 41
makes a suggestion that the CEO provides an apology to consumers or otherwise fire him and
denounce his statements.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
This thesis aimed to explore the topic of cancel culture as it becomes more relevant in
public relations because of its impact on brand reputation. The results indicate that negative
sentiment was a common social listening trend surrounding Goya Foods through online
discussions on Twitter. In addition to this, consumers’ tweets revealed narrative, emotional and
suggestive themes that affected their relationship with the brand. Diving deeper into these
themes, the data presented subcategory themes, for instance, narrative tweets covered product
experience, political drive, and personal experience. Emotional tweets revealed disappointment,
betrayal, anger, revenge satisfaction, and sarcasm. Lastly, suggestive tweets explained
consumers’ thoughts such as mentioning an alternative brand, mentioning an alternative action,
encouraging support for the boycott, and CEO call to action. Overall, these key findings suggest
that cancel culture negatively impacts brand reputation.
Social Media Trends from Cancel Culture
First, I conducted social listening of the Goya Foods brand on Social Studio in order to
search for social media trends in response to cancel culture. I found that the top hashtag that
consumers used when making comments about canceling Goya was #boycottgoya. These results
align with the results presented by Makarem and Jae (2016) in that tweets with the hashtag
#boycott were strongly correlated with the brand boycott. However, when compared to the 200
tweets analysis, #boycottgoya was the second most common hashtag along with the hashtag
#goyaway having the most tweets associated with it. It was also noted that most tweets collected
used multiple hashtags rather than including just one.
When analyzing the results from Social Studio, there was a huge trend of negative
sentiment surrounding the brand, which aligns with the Business of Cancel Culture Study from
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Porter Novelli (2021). This study also focused on Goya and the researchers included a net
sentiment trend showcasing a large amount of negative sentiment around the time the incident
occurred shown in Appendix A. My analysis focused on July 2021, which was a year after the
initial event; however, the negative sentiment can still be seen in the tweets that were posted
most recently. After analyzing my data, I noted a spike in tweets posted from February 28, 2021,
to March 3, 2021. This renewed call to boycott was due to Goya’s CEO claiming that Donald
Trump was still the president after losing the November 2020 election. This is especially of
interest because prior to this, fewer and fewer tweets were being published calling for the
cancellation of the brand and this situation resulted in a renewed call to action.
Consumers’ Reactions when Engaging with Cancel Culture Against Goya
Second, I analyzed Twitter comments from consumers in response to canceling the brand.
The results indicate that there were three ways consumers responded when they engaged in
cancel culture which was themes based on narrative, emotional and suggestive responses; in line
with those found in Zhang et. al. (2018). In addition to these general themes, the results
demonstrated several subcategory themes. The narrative category contained subcategory themes
of political drive, product experience, and personal experience that was culturally driven. The
emotional category revealed themes of disappointment, betrayal, anger, revenge satisfaction, and
sarcasm. Lastly, the suggestive tweets expressed subcategory themes that included mentioning
an alternative brand, mentioning an alternative action, encouraging support for the boycott, and
CEO calls to action. A few of these subcategory themes were present in Makarem and Jae’s
(2016) study; however, the rest of the subcategory themes provide new insight into other ways
consumers react when engaging in cancel culture.
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Consumers Telling Emotional Reactions
As mentioned before, several subcategory themes emerged from the emotional responses
which were disappointment, betrayal, anger, revenge satisfaction, and sarcasm. Anger was
expressed in the highest number of tweets (18; 43.9%) within this category shown in Appendix
B. In line with the tweets, some consumers who responded with expressions of anger felt as
though they could accomplish something by spewing their words of anger. Lerner and Tiedens
(2006) stated that consumers who express feelings of anger are motivated to do something
because they believe they can be influential in the situation. The data collected supports this as
most tweets that expressed the emotion of anger demonstrate ideas of throwing away Goya’s
products and avoiding their products in order to hurt the brand financially. This is then also
supported by research showing that feelings of anger influenced purchase behavior and the
spread of negative word-of-mouth (Wetzer et. al., 2007).
Suggestive Responses Reveal Best PR Practices
Lastly, while analyzing Twitter comments on suggestive themes, the data revealed
subcategory themes that aimed to answer why brands need to listen to consumers’ suggestive
responses toward brands facing cancelation. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, these responses
proposed suggestions such as mentioning an alternative brand, mentioning an alternative action,
encouraging support for the boycott, and CEO call to action. These Twitter responses supported
Porter Novelli’s (2021) study that surveyed actions consumers wanted the company to perform
in order to be “uncancelled.” These actions paralleled specific tweets (38 to 41) found under the
CEO call to action subcategory; for instance, (1) making a public statement of apology, (2)
clarifying the situation, and (3) firing the person responsible for making the offensive statement
were common in the study.
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The analysis does not support the theory of image restoration according to Benoit’s
(1997) five strategies for successful image restoration: denial, evasion of responsibility, reducing
offensiveness of events, corrective action, and mortification. Goya did not utilize any of these
strategies to try and repair its image, despite the small number of consumers who suggested
various methods. An argument can be made for Goya using the first strategy of denial to save its
reputation; however, it appears this only angered its consumers more. In fact, Goya did the
opposite of most of the strategies, which resulted in even more negative brand reputation.
Therefore, Goya was unsuccessful in restoring its image, thereby tarnishing its reputation and its
relationship with its customers.
Implications for PR Practitioners
Based on my findings, I developed a list of best practices for public relations practitioners
to use in order to prevent their brand’s or organization’s reputation from being tarnished by
cancel culture:
•

Listen to consumers’ responses by actively monitoring through social listening tools

•

Compare both positive and negative online boycott hashtags to understand brand’s
overall reputation

•

Research and understand your organization’s publics and audiences

•

Ensure CEOs make an apology statement

•

Plan and prepare a statement for your organization’s next steps in repairing the crisis

•

Learn about some of the issues that cause an organization or brand to become canceled
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Chapter 6: Limitations
This thesis’s exploratory nature comes with limitations that should be considered when
assessing the results. The most notable limitation is the analysis of others’ perceptions of their
Twitter posts. The sample of Twitter posts collected can be interpreted differently by other
researchers depending on how they understand the messages. As a result, the findings were
limited to personal understanding of slang and jargon used by the Tweet’s authors, along with
how the sentiment of each message was perceived.
Another limitation was that this thesis focused on one case study, Goya Foods, meaning
that these results and findings are only applicable for this brand. Further research should look
into multiple case studies of various organizations and brands and possibly include a
comparative study to see how different consumers respond to different cases of brand
cancellation.
The third limitation has to do with using an automated sentiment analysis tool, Social
Studio. Automated sentiment analysis tools can misunderstand the context of the message and
label it as the wrong sentiment because it does not understand the positive and negative
connotations for one word with many interpretations. This tool also is unable to understand
certain types of slang and jargon used by people on social media. Social Studio has a date range
limit to how many posts I can view, and this defaulted to one month, so my results only showed
the social listening of the brand for the most recent month. Further research should focus on a
two-step research method by using a more flexible automated sentiment analysis tool followed
by human sentiment analysis for comparison.
A fourth limitation is the Twitter sample used for this study in regard to the absence of
identifiable information from users, the number of posts collected, and the data collection
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timeframe. Twitter allows for researchers to gather user data anonymously; however, this
anonymity prevents the gathering of demographic information that can potentially affect the
relationship between consumers and the brand in real-time. Further research can investigate this
relationship by conducting in-person or virtual group interviews about consumers’ attitudes
toward the brand.
The fifth limitation is based on the boycott hashtags and how I could have researched the
positive comments of the #GoyaBUYcott. I encourage further research to conduct a thematic and
content analysis of Twitter tweets on this hashtag and compare it with the negative tweets from
this study to view the overall sentiment toward the brand.
The sixth limitation focuses on considerations of doing social media research in general.
What should be considered is the demographic diversity of the sample. The sample does not
accurately represent people who choose not to use social media platforms and those who do not
have access to the platform for other reasons. Future research focusing on social media needs to
be aware of the sample groups that are not included because of the aforementioned reasons.
Overall, the last major limitation encountered was the lack of research in cancel culture
as a whole and how this has not been extensively studied in public relations. Future research is
encouraged to look at this through various aspects such as audience analysis and financial
outcome as these have an impact on brand reputation along with other important factors in public
relations practices.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A. Porter Novelli 2021 Net Sentiment Over Time

Appendix A shows the net sentiment over a one-year period for Goya as presented by
Porter Novelli. After the negative comments by Goya’s CEO, we see an overall negative
sentiment by the public of the brand.

Appendix B. Specific Emotional Reactions Towards Goya.
Emotional Themes

Frequency

%

Anger

18

43.9%

Disappointment

11

26.8%

Sarcasm

5

12.1%

Betrayed

4

9.7%

Revenge satisfaction

4

9.7%

Appendix B shows the different subcategory themes for tweets that showed an emotional
reaction. Anger had the most tweets fall under its subcategory while betrayed and revenge
satisfaction had the lowest number of tweets.
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Appendix C. Twitter Post Data Set
Date

Comment

Dominant
Theme

July 9,
2020

#Goyaway I buy your fruit nectars & rice mixes regularly, but never again. I
don’t want a cent of my money finding its way into racist Trump’s pocket.

Narrative

July 9,
2020

.@GoyaFoods has been a staple of so many Latino households for
generations.
Now their CEO, Bob Unanue, is praising a president who villainizes and
maliciously attacks Latinos for political gain. Americans should think twice
before buying their products. #Goyaway

Narrative

July 9,
2020

Well, that settles that. Buh bye, #GOYA. For seasonings, Maggi cubes are
better, anyway. #Goyaway

Suggestion

July 9,
2020

Bye bye
@GoyaFoods
! Next time I am in the market for ají amarillo or Peruvian olives I will choose a
brand that doesn’t lick the boots of a hideous racist incompetent POS like
Clown face. #Goyaway

Narrative

July 9,
2020

I can live without Goya. La Morena has better chipotles in adobo sauce and El
Pato has better red sauce. #Goyaway

Suggestion

July 9,
2020

.
@GoyaFoods
it literally costs your CEO $0 to keep his racist mouth shut. Hope his president
can save y’all from going bankrupt. #Goyaway

Suggestion

July 9,
2020

Man,
@GoyaFoods
. I use the shit out of your beans and seasonings, but not anymore. Time to
switch it up. #Goyaway #PutoTrump

Narrative

July 9,
2020

Now is a great time to check to see whether your favorite neighborhood
tiendita has spice blends in-house or if they carry smaller/other brands that
don't support Tr**p. #Goyaway #BoycottGoya

Suggestion

July 9,
2020

In Arizona we don't really use Goya Brand foods. But I will definitely make sure Narrative
not to accidentally buy any. #Goyaway anyway!

July 9,
2020

Aw, this is a shame to see .
Narrative
@GoyaFoods
is enthusiastic about the white supremacist criminal "president." #Goyaway Will
be keen to have recommendations of non-fascist Latino food suppliers!

July 9,
2020

When these are gone they will be replaced with your competitors beans and
seasonings
@GoyaFoods

Suggestion

Oh and I am telling everyone I know who will tell everyone they know to
#CancelGoya
July 9,
2020

Black people too.

Suggestion

Fuck Goya. Someone said Badia is good too.
I am looking for alternatives - so y'all shout out some truly hispanic/latino loving
brands we should support.
#CancelGoya
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July 9,
2020

Sad to see Goya foods sell out to this traterous, racist President. A man who’s
demonized Hispanic people for years, yet you stand side by side with him.
#cancelgoya Goya will no longer be served in my household.

Emotional

July 9,
2020

Never purchased or enjoyed their products anyway. I’ll stick to unionized store
brands, thank you very mucho! #cancelgoya

Narrative

July 9,
2020

Robert Unuane shame on you!Your MIGRANT G.Father founded the largest
Hispanic/Latino-owned food company in the United States. THE 377th
LARGEST PRIVATE American company! & you’ve sold ALL of us out!
#NoMoreGoya #CancelGoya

Narrative

July 9,
2020

Bye #goya nice to have freaking known ya!!! #CANCELGOYA hope everyone
is going to clean out those cupboards today!!! This is a disgrace!
@GoyaFoods
Quote Tweet

Emotional

July 9,
2020

I’m not Hispanic but I shop in Hispanic grocery stores. #Goya brand foods are
a mark of quality, but there are alternatives and I cannot support a company
that supports Trump. FU #Goyafoods! Very stupid move by your CEO. You’ve
lost me. #boycottgoya #goyaboycott #Goyaway

Suggestion

July 9,
2020

Aw man and I literally just cleaned out the bottle of Goya Hot Taqueria Sauce
... that was a good run but I'll live.

Emotional

Can the same be said for GOYA?
#BoycottGOYA #BYEGOYA
July 9,
2020

New Orleans girl who likes her beans and rice. Goya was my go to up here but Narrative
fk if I’ll buy them again. #byegoya

July 9,
2020

Disheartened at
@GoyaFoods
support of Donald Trump. We will no longer purchase their products (and we
purchased their products at least weekly). #ByeGoya

Emotional

July 9,
2020

And I just realized their green salsa is a recent new fave but I'll go back to
Herdez. #BYEGOYA #BOYCOTTGOYA

Suggestion

July 9,
2020

Dammit
@GoyaFoods
Why did you do that?! Dammit. Time to learn how to make my own sofrito.
About to look for replacements. #ByeGoya Crying face

Suggestion

July 9,
2020

Can y’all make a video on how to make adobo and/or sofrito from scratch —
asking for a lot of friends?! Weary face

Suggestion

#ByeGoya
July 9,
2020

#ByeGoya No longer will my 1/2 Cuban 1/2 Puerto Rican better half allow it
into our house!

Narrative

July 9,
2020

Wow. Goya is a staple in my latinx house. Correction. *was* a staple.
#byegoya
@GoyaFoods

Narrative

July 10,
2020

I hope that Trump followers start buying your products, ohhhh, wait!!! I forgot
that only the rapists, drug smugglers, criminals are the ones buying your
productsFace with tears of joyRolling on the floor laughing. #goyaway
#BoycottGoya

Narrative

July 10,
2020

As someone who grew up on@GoyaFoods, I am disappointed. I can allow the
CEO his right to say what he wants, but I have the right to no longer support
that business with my money! #goya #Goyaway #GOYABOYCOTT

Emotional
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July 10,
2020

Good thing all of my spices are already from Badia anyways Nail polish
#CancelGoya

Suggestion

July 10,
2020

#CancelGoya i supported this company my entire life because of their
Narrative
immigrant story - fuck u. I will buy anything other than you and my children will
do the same- Chris Hayes: GOP Is Becoming Ao-Virus Party Before Our Eyes |
All In | MSNBC" on YouTube

July 10,
2020

#CancelGoya all you want; the real question is : were their products any good
at all or just a monopoly coming from a historical vantage point? Good ridance
if it broadens the market of #sabores.

Narrative

July 10,
2020

FUCK YOU
@goya
I HOPE EVERY LATINO STOPS USING YOUR PRODUCTS. I KNOW I DID I
TOSSED IT ALL IN THE TRASH. By YOUR ACTIONS I WOULDNT FEED IT
TO THE STRAY DOG OUTSIDE MY WINDOW. So... FUCK YOU VERY
MUCH. #Goyaway #cancelgoya

Emotional

July 10,
2020

The awesome thing about #CancelGoya is that now everyone is posting their
favorite adobo recipes and now I have more to try. Gonna do this one tonight.

Suggestion

July 10,
2020

I’m all for canceling any #Goya #GOYABOYCOTT there are many other
options we can use to season our food. How can we stand by someone who
says we are criminals, rapist, etc and keeps young innocent children in cages
#Immigrantslifematter #CancelGoya

Narrative

July 10,
2020

Imagine being this stupid. Seriously, imagine thinking Latinos would cancel
OUR OWN CULTURE, which we cling to as a form of identity. Child, I can
make my own adobo and sofrito and La Preferida is still morally pure. Latino
culture will be just fine. #GOYABOYCOTT

Narrative

July 10,
2020

@GoyaFoods
I live in Miami...I have plenty of other options. Bye byeee #GOYABOYCOTT

Suggestion

July 10,
2020

I am a vegan and the mother of two vegans! We buy many #Goya products but Narrative
never again #GOYABOYCOTT

July 10,
2020

It's TRULY sad these food banks will lose your support because of the
#GOYABOYCOTT as your company dwindles. I just used some of your
products in a meal this week but... there are other products within arm's reach
on the grocery store shelves.. #GOYABOYCOTT #DumpTrump

July 10,
2020

@GoyaFoods
Emotional
shame on you. By backing
@realDonaldTrump
you are hurting Latinos and blacks. For that, you can fuck off. Your mojo sucks,
btw #CancelGoya #GOYABOYCOTT

July 10,
2020

White people are only racist until Taco Tuesday. (Which no latino gives a fuck
about btw) Buy La Costeña.

Emotional

Suggestion

#GOYABOYCOTT
July 10,
2020

For the record, as a former Texas resident, I have always LOVED Hispanic
food, but have always considered Goya bottom of the barrel dreck. I HATE
@Goyafoods
! #Goyaway #GOYABOYCOTT

Narrative

July 10,
2020

If you're torn at your local latin store to make your authentic bean purchase,
Herdez is and has always been superior to Goya. BTW latinos cook our own
sh*t to perfection.
#GOYABOYCOTT

Suggestion
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July 10,
2020

I’m donating any Goya products in our house and never buying your products
again #GOYABOYCOTT #GoyaGone

July 10,
2020

Interesting GOYA specializes in Authentic Latino foods but you don't like
Narrative
Latino's much. Wonder what would happen if Latino's voted with their wallets &
boycotted Goya. Wonder if the CEO would think differently of such a coward of
a president?
#GOYABOYCOTT
#AmericaOrTrump

July 10,
2020

Cancel culture is a good thing. Not only does it prevent the wrong kinds of
ideas from spreading but it makes white people experience fear the way POC
have had to experience fear. #GOYABOYCOTT #CancelCulture #Resist
#Resistance #

July 11,
2020

Republicans/Conservatives think liberals are "crazy" for boycotting Goya foods Narrative
These same "Patriots & Free Capitalists" said they wouldn't buy Aunt Jemima
bc of a name change - Hypocrites Much #BoycottGoya #CancelGoya
#Goyaway #GoyaFood #auntjemima

July 11,
2020

What if I told you
Narrative
@GoyaFoods
owner is a white guy from Spain? And this whole time he's been exploiting
Latinx/Caribbean culture to make everyone think he's one of us so we'll buy his
crap food, which is filled with chemicals btw. #BanGoyaFoods #CancelGoya

July 12,
2020

I have not purchased many of your products before. I will be going out of my
way to buy your products from now on. Starbucks Commies probably never
bought your products in the first place. #Goyaway #BoycottGoya

July 12,
2020

Shelves in NJ full and stocked. Nobody is buying Goya here despite very large Narrative
Hispanic community. #BoycottGoya #Goyaway #BoycottGoyaFoods #ByeGoya
#HealthyEating #healthy

Suggestion

Narrative

Narrative

This is unprecedented in NJ:
July 12,
2020

Goya hasn’t been around 90 years. This is about standing up for Latinos.
There are many more Latino staple foods and spices than the Goya brands.
Calladito te vez más bonito. #BoycottGoya #Goyaway

Narrative

July 12,
2020

And just like that #Goya is done. The people do have the power. We just must
have forgot somewhere along the way. #fucktrump #cancelgoya

Narrative

July 13,
2020

The CEO is just another greedy billionaire. He literally doesn’t give a crap
about his customers. #cancelgoya

Narrative

July 13,
2020

Growning up in a poor household, Goya was a staple to our diet.. i have made
it a staple in my kids diet as well.. But not anymore.. The great thing about
social media. You get to see the values your money is supporting.
#GOYABOYCOTT

Narrative

July 13,
2020

I was going continue to buy #Goya until their CEO went on Fox and cozied up, Narrative
helped widen the divide, and didn’t acknowledge that while Americans can vote
with their purchases, he hopes everyone knows of his commitment to the USA,
not party. It’s all about tact. #GOYABOYCOTT

July 14,
2020

Been loyal to you for so many years but sadly, today we will use up those last
Goya products that have been in the pantry and never buy Goya products
again. I feel betrayed by a dear old friend. #Goyaway

July 14,
2020

#Goyaway #GOYABOYCOTT I am appalled and disheartened to here the CEO Emotional
of Goya Foods say that Trump is a fine president. As a Puerto Rican growing
up in NYC Goya is a staple of almost everything I eat. But what Trump has
done to my beautiful Island, how he treated the people, and
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Emotional

I'm going as far back as his Golf Course on the island that he still owes 30
million dollars on.
I cannot support a company that stands with that tyrant, that wannabe dictator,
that NYC sewer rat that reared its ugly head and roared. Down With Trump.
Don't support Goya. #DnD
July 14,
2020

Not necessarily apples-to-apples, but took this around noon at a Vons in Los
Angeles. Goya isn't exactly flying off the shelves the way the Trump cult is
desperate for you to believe. #BoycottGoya #GOYABOYCOTT #Goyaway

Narrative

July 14,
2020

Fuck Goya BUT before you throw away those cans of beans, consider
donating them to a local food bank instead. Throwing away food is wasteful af
especially in these trying times. p.s. Conchita & La Costeña ftw! #Goyaway
#GOYABOYCOTT

Suggestion

July 14,
2020

Goodbye Goya! I also will not support a company that supports this horrible
president that belittles Latinos the way he does. I'll get my beans sazon and
adobe elsewhere.
#GOYABOYCOTT #goyafoods

Suggestion

July 14,
2020

I didn't buy any Goya products today and am discovering I can make some of
their stuff myself
#Goyaway #GOYABOYCOTT

Suggestion

July 14,
2020

This half-Caribbean household is adapting to #goyaway / #goyaboycott. Pretty
easy. The picture is what was left of the adobo after Mo used it to make red
beans and rice with chicken.

Narrative

Of course new people are buying
@GoyaFoods
now, but that won’t make up for loyal customers lost.
July 14,
2020

Joining other latinx Americans who are part of #Goyaway #GOYABOYCOTT
as a peaceful protest in disagreement for their public support and adoration of
a president who has acted against our human interest, who divides, lies, costs
lives and insults various cultures.

Narrative

July 15,
2020

I hate trump but now I will never ever fucking buy a
Emotional
@GoyaFoods
product again! Keep feeding the homeless, Trumpanzees, by buying these
products! And I mean NEVER EVER Goya! You'll never eat beans in this town
again! #BoycottGoya #cancelGoya! Don't #BuyGoya #ByeGoya!

July 16,
2020

I would rather starve than buy or eat a @GoyaFoods product ever again!
#Goyaway #GoyaGate #GOYABOYCOTT #Goya #goyafoods
#GOYABOYCOTT

Emotional

July 16,
2020

PSA: You can buy Dry Garbanzo Beans (Chick Peas) and soak them for 8
hours overnight. They are cheaper and with less sodium. Just saying...

Suggestion

#Goyaway
#GOYABOYCOTT
#Goya
#TheMoreYouKnow
July 16,
2020

Goya is not even real latino food, it sucks as POTUS #goyaway both. Buy
Kerns which is Real Mexican food & drinks made in Mexico and tastes
authentic no copycats!!

July 16,
2020

After the deplorable statements from #Goya CEO Robert Unanue I’m putting a Suggestion
PAUSE on any Goya product purchases. I’ll be making my OWN Goya
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Suggestion

seasoning from this recipe until he’s fired Raising hands Flag of
Haiti#GOYABOYCOTT #Goyaway
July 16,
2020

What Trump and
@GoyaFoods
foods seem to forget is that unlike gay people still eating chick-fil-A... we DO
CARE and we DONT FORGET. Let their #BuycottGoya run it’s course. White
folks don’t care enough to stay loyal to a brand they don’t have history with.
#Goyaway #BoycottGoya

Narrative

July 16,
2020

@GoyaFoods
you betrayed your people now you must face the financial backlash.
#BoycottGoyaFoods #TrumpFailedAmerica #cancelgoya Your grandparents
are rolling in their graves with utter disgust! #bangoya #goyagone

Emotional

July 16,
2020

Glanced at some of their product in the supermarket and walked on by.
#ByeGoya

Suggestion

July 16,
2020

Being Mexican and living in Texas I didn’t quite get the angst about a world
without
@GoyaFoods
. They were the brand you bought if you were, god forbid, buying canned
beans and the good brands were sold out #hurricaneprep #ByeGoya

Narrative

July 17,
2020

Digging deeper into CEO of #GoyaFoods. Former COO of the Hispanic
Narrative
Association of Corporate Responsibility says Robert Unanue's cannot relate to
his Hispanic customers becuz he considers himself European. #BoycottGoya
#Goyaway

July 17,
2020

Many Hispanic consumers feel betrayed by Goya Foods after its CEO’s
Narrative
comments praising Trump. ‘They will pay for it,’ says a Latino marketing expert.
#GOYABOYCOTT #Goyaway

July 18,
2020

#Goyaway Latinos boycotting Goya say it's not about politics. It's about
standing against Trump's 'hate' https://nbcnews.com/news/latino/latinosboycotting-goya-say-it-s-not-about-politics-it-n1234052 via @nbcnews

July 18,
2020

Just got back from Jamaica, my daughter was ready to toss out her ‘Goya
Suggestion
hominy corn’..... I told her eat it, or give it to someone who can use it, you paid
for it already, just don’t buy anymore. Same thing I told my son here in Florida.
#OneLove #ByeGoya

July 18,
2020

I walk past the once beloved
@GoyaFoods
products and viscerally react with disgust, dissatisfaction, and the knowledge
that they have lost me for a lifetime.
Let's see if your replacement white kkkonsumers are as loyal.
#BoycottGoya
#byeGoya

Emotional

July 19,
2020

I will use the products I currently have (which goes beyond beans) and then
either but other brands or make my own products instead of relying on them.
#Goyaway

Suggestion

July 19,
2020

There's nothing more terrifying to a Brand, manufacturer or retailer than an
INFORMED, politically motivated shopper. What better way to respond to the
political musings of #Goya CEO than COUNTERING with an intentional
economic response. IF you keep it up? They might #Goyaway.

Narrative

July 19,
2020

You know who isn’t getting any more of my money?
@GoyaFoods
You know who I will be buying from as a replacement?
@BadiaSpices
I have been buying from Badia for years, but now I will not spend another

Suggestion
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Narrative

penny on any Goya products.
#CancelGoya #ConMigoNo #AMiMeRespeta
July 19,
2020

That's too bad they got cancelled he should have been a closet supporter lol.
We good we into Rosarita out here Smiling face with sunglasses #cancelgoya

Suggestion

July 19,
2020

My local Walmart hasn't promoted Goya foods on an end cap that I've
seen...then CEO made his Pro-Trump remarks and this shows up a few days
later. Either Walmart's conservativism is showing or Goya is worried about
sales. #GOYABOYCOTT #Goya #Goyaway #

Narrative

July 19,
2020

My next door neighbor asked me today if it is "ok" if she uses up the Goya
Adobo she already has in her pantry. Grinning face I told her yes, of course,
but I was SO happy she asked. She was born in the D.R. and used to buy
Goya all the time! #Goyaway #BoycottGoya

Narrative

July 19,
2020

Yep. That's what happens when the elite promote something ethnic that they
Narrative
would never use themselves, to people that also would never use the products.
It's all just for show. Does nothing to boost the product/company itself. Love it!
#Goyaway

July 19,
2020

You definitely do “boycott family” when the family sides with the oppressor.
#Goyaway

Suggestion

July 19,
2020

After 20 years buying @goya , I bought my first can of Trader Joe's beans
yesterday. #BoycottGoya #goya #Goyaway

Narrative

July 19,
2020

In a shallow show of support, the MAGA crowd might make a couple of large
Narrative
purchases to post on social media But the lifetime value of customers lost for
the current CEO supporting Trump... was it worth it @GoyaFoods ? #Goyaway

July 19,
2020

What?! You mean
@GoyaFoods
can’t count on MAGA? Weird, I would have thought the way their CEO was
praising trump that #Goya products would be in every MAGA home. Face with
rolling eyes Rolling on the floor laughingRolling on the floor laughingRolling on
the floor laughingRolling on the floor laughingRolling on the floor laughing
#ByeGoya #BoycottGoya

Narrative

July 20,
2020

Don't forget to #GOYABOYCOTT #Goyaway Until and unless @GoyaFoods
apologizes to their customers for spitting in our faces and telling us it's raining.
Or fire the CEO and denounce his statements.

Suggestion

July 20,
2020

While you support the very people that could care less about Brown and Black Narrative
people. #Goyaway

July 20,
2020

Proof positive Fascism is never in good taste. Face with medical mask
#Goyaway #Goya

July 21,
2020

Pollo con arroz rojo with frijoles refritos, using my daddy's recipe for dinner
Narrative
tonight! Face savouring food And not a single Goya product was used. (Excuse
my white girl accent Rolling on the floor laughing) #goyaway
#GOYABOYCOTT

July 22,
2020

Hahaha, nothing will convince Hispanics of boycotting #Goyaway more than
this!! Thanks Trump!

July 22,
2020

Ha! Fuck @GoyaFoods - never buying your shit again after your CEOs fellating Emotional
of Trump. #Goyaway

July 22,
2020

#Goyaway I will NEVER buy another product from #Trump loving goyafoods
again. Good news is you can easily make your own #diy #adobo and keep
right on doing what you were doing. This recipe is to replicate the…
https://instagram.com/p/CC8yGiWJLTg/?igshid=1ru9fazo30mku
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Narrative

Emotional

Emotional

July 22,
2020

Accountable for what? Because a portion of the population felt offended by
Emotional
Goy’s CEO comments. Biden nor anyone else make me dislike Goya, his CEO
did. #goyaway

July 22,
2020

A Latino food product, a can of black beans, took down Princess Nepotisma
and her racist family. You cannot make this crap up! #GOYABOYCOTT
#IvankaAntoinette #Nepotism #Goyaway #ethics

Emotional

July 23,
2020

I guess he thinks Latinos are so brand-loyal that they will support him for
president because he supports GOYA products. We have a word for that in
Spanish that starts with a P, but it might get me kicked off of Twitter - it's not
very polite...#Goyaway

Narrative

July 24,
2020

aight, it's here: https://inquirer.com/food/drink/goya-foods-boycott-latinoshispanics-cooking-20200723.html I spoke with my friends and fellow Latina
home cooks @ImCarolCain @DiningTraveler about #Goyaway and how our
gastronomic culture across the diaspora can flourish without that premade
canned shit

Suggestion

July 24,
2020

If you said #ByeGoya and are looking for #healthy #seasoning options, I GOT
YOU! Here I'm sharing 5 to get you started.

Suggestion

July 26,
2020

I stopped buying all Goya products on July 10th and found wonderful
substitutes in the marketplace produced by other companies more in tune with
the social realities and needs of this nation. Bye bye Goya #Goyaway
#BoycottGoya

Suggestion

July 26,
2020

Speak for yourself, Chico. I am Latina and I am boycotting Goya. I make my
Narrative
own adobo and buy the market brand beans. My Hispanic friends are doing the
same. #GOYABOYCOTT #Goyaway

July 27,
2020

Hey @GoyaFoods just got groceries, none of your products came home with
me and never will. #Goyaway

Narrative

July 27,
2020

@GoyaFoods just a reminder you’re still canceled. These were the last of the
Goya products in my pantry. Good riddance #Goyaway #GOYABOYCOTT
Waving handWaving handWaving hand

Narrative

July 27,
2020

Great time to remember that we can take a stand against Latin oppression.
#BoycottGoya #goyaway #byegoya #boycottgoyafoods @GoyaFoods

Narrative

July 28,
2020

Update from Little Havana Sedano’s... no one buying racist @GoyaFoods still
(third pic is another brand) Rolling on the floor laughing

Narrative

July 28,
2020

Raise your hand and reTweet if this is how you feel about #Goya and their boot Suggestion
licking CEO! #Goyaway #GOYABOYCOTT\

July 29,
2020

I’m not surprised to see some of you PROFITS OVER LIVES KIND OF
COMPANIES here. This is another reason to boycott you too. #Goyaway

Narrative

July 29,
2020

.@GoyaFoods #BoycottGoya #goya #Goyaway #goyanghot Your CEO must
resign! For those of my peeps that are joining in this boycott following is an
option for your beans and other products to our taste!

Suggestion

July 30,
2020

It looks like Wal-Mart has officially released an alternative brand to the racist
GOYA brands #Goyaway #goyacancelled

Narrative

August 2,
2020

#Goya brand &
@GoyaFoods
is now directly associated with racist rhetoric, family separation, the intent to
eliminate #DACA, separating #Latinx families and putting Latinx children in
cages. #boycottgoyafoods #byegoya #BoycottGoya

Narrative

August 6,
2020

.@GoyaFoods yes still boycotting you! Happy when I go to the store that your
products are just sitting there! We the people have other choices.

Emotional
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#BoycottGoya #Goyaway #GOYA #goyaboycott @POTUS @IvankaTrump By
the way Kirby is also a Goya product! #boycottKirby @kirbyfoods
August 7,
2020

Most times we would be able to see how financials are doing but Goya is a
Suggestion
family owned business so that won’t be possible, so just keep passing the word
and don’t let this die! When it starts to hurt they will yell uncle! #Goyaway
#GOYABOYCOTT

August 7,
2020

#Goyaway We have not bought Goyaway since company prez endorsed the
worlds greatest criminal and destroyer of America- Trump. I will not ever buy
their crap again>

Emotional

August 7,
2020

Shame about Goya #NeverForget #Goyaway

Emotional

August 7,
2020

Went to the grocery store for rice and the goya shelf was full, I should have
taken a picture. Proud of our community.
#byegoya #Goyaway #goyaboycott

Emotional

August 9,
2020

Actually it’s a reversal. We canceled GOYA after GOYA Cancelled us.
#Goyaway #boycottgoya

Narrative

August 11, Notice the full shelves! I almost grabbed a can of black beans then I
Suggestion
2020
remembered Woman gesturing not ok....moral of the story don’t support racists
people, companies, things, all the above. Woman shruggingRaised fist
#goyaboycott #VoteBlue2020
August 12, Goya CEO's cozying up to Trump may have backfired The League of United
2020
Latin American Citizens called Unanue’s words “insensitive, calloused and
disrespectful to the workers and consumers who buy Goya Foods products.”
#BoycottGoya #Goyaway #ByeGoya

Narrative

August 12, I read today that @PenzeysSpices is considering launching Puerto Rican
2020
#boricua style #adobo in response to #goyaway. Sales of their Mexican-style
Adobo rose from #75 in their offerings to #40! https://news.yahoo.com/goyaceos-cozying-trump-may-195300073.html #goyaway is working! Keep it up!

Suggestion

August 19, So boycotting Goya is cancel culture but boycotting Goodyear is ok!? Your
2020
hipocrisy is just as obvious as your lying! #Goyaway

Narrative

August 20, Who needs Goya when you can order better frijoles from Miami... #Goyaway
2020

Suggestion

August 20, @GoyaFoods you still suck. I haven’t forgotten. #Goyaway
2020

Emotional

August 21, One of my local markets has stopped stocking up on @GoyaFoods products
2020
and is introducing other brands and I just love my neighborhood Smiling face
with 3 hearts #Goyaway #FuckDonaldTrump

Emotional

August 22, Enjoying tastes of Tampa with @VigoFoods (and an alternative to
2020 @GoyaFoods). #Goyaway #VigoFoods #Latin #Italian #Tampa #TampaBay

Suggestion

August 26, I will never buy yall shit again. #goyaway
2020

Emotional

September As I was grocery shopping yesterday, I proudly walked right past all of the
Suggestion
4, 2020
Goya products (for the 3rd time in a month!) and picked up the more affordable
Badia spices. Badia products are great, and I can enjoy my food without
worrying about acid reflux from traitors. #Goyaway
September Yeah #GOYAWAY is history it went to the roof for one week, after that the real Narrative
6, 2020
customer never went back to #GOYAWAY Hugging faceHugging faceHugging
faceHugging face let me guess you still have them and have no idea what to
do with themRolling on the floor laughingFace with tears of joyRolling on the
floor laughingFace with tears of joy
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September Just opened my last case of Goya beans. They are good but I will no longer
20, 2020
buy from a company whose head forgets where he came from and fraternizes
with he who condemns us unjustly. #goyaway #ididnforget #iwontforget
#DumpTrump2020

Emotional

September Seems all that Goya product placement in the White House didn’t help: At our
20, 2020
grocery, they’re practically giving Goya away and still cant get rid of it Robert
Unanue, Goya chief executive officer, chose greed over patriotism. THAT
doesn’t ‘sell’ #Goya
#Goyaway
#BoycottGoya

Narrative

October 6, @GoyaFoods Four times today I have selected against Goya in my shopping. I Suggestion
2020
have not forgotten. Maybe Trump and family will buy some beans today?
Adobo? Olives? Tomato sauce? Hmmm know your market. #goyaway
October
28, 2020

Goya Foods president said that “boycott did not damage sales, quite the
Narrative
opposite” at Ivanka’s rally in Fla. I don’t believe him. I am still boycotting Goya.
#GoyaBoycott #GoyaGoAway

November I don’t support greed or companies that support oppressive U.S. presidents.
13, 2020
People over profits. Bye Malta! @GoyaFoods #NeverGoya #Goyaway
#BoycottGoya

Emotional

December #lockherup #goyaway If it's Goya, *or anyone else who wants to do business
3, 2020
with the first family* it has to be corrupt.

Narrative

December Still boycotting, by the way! There are so many other brands of beans to
4, 2020
choose from!!! #byegoya

Suggestion

December I used to ONLY buy #GOYA . That’s turned into NEVER. Again. #Goyaway
7, 2020
forever.

Narrative

December #goyaway She certainly didn't help the sales from my neighborhood. Everyone Suggestion
7, 2020
I know and I switched to Badia, and we cavalierly walk past Goya's products
each and every time we go shopping. As a matter of fact, I'm shopping
tomorrow and will avoid them AGAIN. Don't thank her.
December No- Most Latinos stood up in agreement and solidarity to #BoycottGoya
Narrative
8, 2020
however #RacistRadicalRepublicans that don't know what to do with seasoning
went out and bought it and beans. Let's see what their sales will look like in the
new year/quarter.... now #Goyaway
December LOL... #Goyaway is still on sale by me b.c people stopped buying their
8, 2020
products. LOLOLOLOLOL

Emotional

December Cute. But I’ll never buy another one of their products. There are plenty of
Emotional
8, 2020
better, cheaper alternatives readily available in most of the civilized world now.
#Goyaway
December I'm a life-long Goya user. I joined the #goyaboycott months ago. We've got
8, 2020
your back
@AOC

Suggestion

December I did buy Goya beans and found a good in to substitute is Rancho Foods on
11, 2020
Amazon, in Publix or onlin. You don’t need to buy much to get free shipping.
California owned Latino business also

Suggestion

Pinche mambicho Lambón #Goya #GoyaBoycott #BoycottGoya
January
15, 2021

I never buy Goya anymore #cancelgoya

Narrative

January
26, 2021

Good job of censoring your CEO.. but its a little too late. I will not buy another
Goya product until that man is removed. The great thing about social media..
you can see the companies that align with your values.. and right now Goya is

Suggestion
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a tool for the racist.
#GoyaBoycott
January
26, 2021

I grew up on #goya & my entire family still uses their foods. But if
@GoyaFoods
doesn’t terminate Robert Unanue for continuing to perpetuate the BIG LIE of
voter fraud, we will all discontinue all goya foods #goyaboycott

Suggestion

January
26, 2021

Expecting contrition or even some sign of moving on? the #goyaboycott
continues. Hey
@costco
please find another brand of beans. We still won't be buying anything from
@GoyaFoods
until this conspiracy theory mouthpiece is gone. #goyagone #byegoya

Suggestion

January
27, 2021

We stopped buying Goya since the summer Rose Garden nonsense.

Suggestion

We found perfectly fine substitutes, and I haven’t heard a good reason to go
back.
#goyaboycott
#goyaway
January
27, 2021

There’s always
@BadiaSpices
, Adobo Bohío and Cubitos de Pollo Maggi #byeGoya

January
27, 2021

@GoyaFoods
Emotional
I am deliberately not going to buy any more Goya products. This company and
its CEO supports attacking a free democracy and inciting violence. #ByeGoya
Reversed hand with middle finger extended

January
13, 2021

Question: Are the Trump supporters who said they were going to buy Goya
Suggestion
since Dems were boycotting the company still buying Goya? My mom always
bought Goya being in a part of New England where there aren't a lot of other
large Hispanic brands. Frijoles negros were always made
with Goya beans until this year after we ran out of those we had bought before
Goya's CEO had spoken in the Rose Garden. We have since made the effort
to buy things that aren't Goya, only breaking with this for 2 items so far.
#GoyaBoycott

February
20, 2021

We haven’t bought Goys since the press conference lady year. Wevee we
found plenty of substitutes.
#goyaway #goyaboycott

Narrative

February
28, 2021

#Goyaway forever. I haven't bought one single Goya food item since Unanue
first opened his mouth in support of Trump. I see today that he is still at it.
Apparently Goya is tired of having customers. I know they no longer have me.

Narrative

February
28, 2021

If Goya Guy is going to lie about the presidency, I’m not trusting him about
food, are you? #Goyaway

Suggestion

February
28, 2021

Not that you give a damn, but I’ll never buy any of your products again. Cannot Emotional
and will not support a company that supports and promotes white domestic
terrorists and their leader, Donald Trump.
#CancelGoya #BoycottGoya

February
28, 2021

Not buying products from people you disagree with is nothing more than being Narrative
a consumer in a capitalist country. It's our right to choose with whom we do
business & as American as apple pie. I will never feel shame or be repressed
by fascists for exercising my rights.
#cancelgoya
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Suggestion

March 1,
2021

The CEO has the right to speak freely, and we have the right to choose to buy
elsewhere. #BoycottGoya

Narrative

March 1,
2021

Goya's pendejo president ignites #BoycottGoya again with CPAC remarks
touting Trump as legit POTUS

Narrative

March 1,
2021

If you're wondering why #BoycottGoya is trending, it goes all the way back to
July 2020 when this happened.

Narrative

March 1,
2021

I have lots of Mexican stores to go to and not buy ur shit bitch! It's not that
good! Goya's pendejo president ignites #BoycottGoya again with CPAC
remarks touting Trump as legit POTUS

Emotional

March 1,
2021

This is what happens @GoyaFoods when you piss off everyone. They don't
buy your filthy political products! Bwahaha #BoycottGoya

Emotional

March 1,
2021

That Goya CEO is still dumb desperate and delusional!!! #BoycottGoya

Emotional

March 1,
2021

People shouldn't be ABLE to buy Goya brands in stores. #cancelgoya

Suggestion

March 1,
2021

#BoycottGoya #GOYABOYCOTT #GoyaGuy Let’s CANCEL this fuckin dunce
and his whole company that was gifted to him. @ananavarro

Suggestion

March 1,
2021

National Latino groups condemn Goya Foods CEO for calling Trump the
'actual president' #BoycottGoya @88SEATTLE61

Narrative

March 1,
2021

I have written to Goya on their website regarding the disgusting rhetoric of their Suggestion
CEO and told them I will boycott their foods and encourage others to do
likewise #BoycottGoya

March 1,
2021

I will NEVER but a GOYA product again! #BoycottGoya #CEOsupportsBigLie

Emotional

March 1,
2021

#BoycottGoya is trending now that CEO is perpetuating the big lie!

Narrative

March 1,
2021

The boycott continues from the original boycott from last year! #BoycottGoya

Narrative

March 1,
2021

Been stopped buying goya since he first showed his true colors #BoycottGoya

Narrative

March 1,
2021

Bummer dude, not about trump, about your company getting ready to take a
major hit for latching on to a con man...#BoycottGoya #GoyAway

Emotional

March 1,
2021

It's now more than boycotting Goya products. Its time to trash their name and
any company that supports trump #BoycottGoya #boycottHYATT
#GOYABOYCOTT

Suggestion

March 1,
2021

#BoycottGoya is trending We've been avoiding that brand for a long time.
Probably forever.

Narrative

March 1,
2021

Hoping the @GoyaFoods Board handles its CEO violating his agreement to
not speak publicly about politics without board approval. Can’t imagine the
#Goya board approved Unanue’s CPAC speech. #BoycottGoya

Suggestion

March 1,
2021

Suggestion
Ok. 
@GoyaFoods
 didn’t manage to correct its CEO’s behavior, so it’s up to average citizens to
deal with it. Freedom of speech comes w/consequences.
#boycottGoya #cancelGoya #Goya Calls to can Goya Foods grow after CEO
repeats Trump's election lies

March 1,
2021

Thank you for your leadership @HispanicFed . We are happy to join you in
holding @GoyaFoods CEO Robert Unanue accountable. #Goyaway
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Narrative

March 1,
2021

I’ll never buy another Goya Product again. He can pack up his company and
go to a country that likes Sedition and insurrections. Let’s see how his
business will make money then! #GOYABOYCOTT #GoyaNoBuyYa

March 1,
2021

Well ...that does it! Obviously your CEO has no respect or loyalty to the
Emotional
company he represents! Personally I won't buy anymore of your products. I will
make my own Sofrito! No más Goya.
#GOYABOYCOTT

March 1,
2021

@GoyaFoods
Your CEO is a disgrace. I will not purchase any more Goya products until he's
terminated. A spews idiotic and dangerous rhetoric, and obviously censuring
him did nothing. #ByeGoya

March 2,
2021

Goya guy is singlehandedly damaging American democracy. Today. Doing my Suggestion
part by returning and not buying anymore. #BoycottGoya now to show him we
will not allow it. #fireunanue @CNN @MSNBC @NBCNews @ABC
@nathaliejacoby1 @BrookeBaldwin @AliVelshi @maddow @brianstelter

March 2,
2021

Comments from Goya Foods CEO that President Trump is still the "actual
president of the United States" has prompted social media backlash with the
hashtags #BoycottGoya and #goyaway.

March 2,
2021

The CEO of @GoyaFoodsdoesn't believe Biden is legitimately the President of Narrative
the US. He continued the lie at #CPAC. We believe in the #BoycottGoya Let's
not make him wealthier and use that money to support #Trump. #DumpGoy

March 2,
2021

I still #BoycottGoya I will forever #BoycottGoya & so will my family. Will teach
Suggestion
my kids how to make their own fresh sofrito & we have switched powdered
seasonings from @GoyaFoods to http://Maggi.com #MaggiProducts Trying this
today for my yellow rice Down pointing backhand index #NoMoreGoya

March 2,
2021

@GoyaFoods board we are waiting for you to fire this seditious traitor.
#BoycottGoya

Suggestion

March 2,
2021

No one deserves a boycott more than @GoyaFoods . Are they running a food
company or trying to overthrow the government? #BoycottGoya
#SeditionHasConsequences

Narrative

March 2,
2021

Goya Foods is facing renewed calls to boycott the company's products after
CEO Robert Unanue falsely claimed Donald Trump to be "the real, the
legitimate, and the still actual president of the United States."

Narrative

March 2,
2021

I doubt his board is too happy after they told him to stop this nonsense back in
January. Good to see @GoyaFoods is donating all the food we’re boycotting.
They can take the write off. #goyaway

Suggestion

March 2,
2021

@GoyaFoods The CEO should not only walk away from politics and religion
but also just plain walk away. Yes be a has bean. #Goyaway

Suggestion

March 2,
2021

I never used @GoyaFoods to begin with. Too salty for me.
All my fellow
Latinos, let us show @GoyaFoods what happens when you side with the
#SeditiousGOP. #GOYABOYCOTT

Narrative

March 2,
2021

@GoyaFoods
I just threw out a can of your beans. No Goya products will be in my shopping
cart!!#GOYABOYCOTT

Emotional

March 3,
2021

So sad that I can never enjoy this marinade again. Ever. It’s going in the trash - Emotional
right where Goya’s CEO belongs. #BoycottGoya

March 3,
2021

ATTENTION
@GoyaFoods
- you do realize that #RobertUnanue does not have to be CEO. You do realize
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Emotional

Emotional

Narrative

Suggestion

he can be replaced, right? #GOYABOYCOTT #Goya2021 #CancelGoya
#CancelRobertUnanue
March 3,
2021

#GOYABOYCOTT Been #GoyaFree since 2020
@GoyaFoods
Buy #Badia #Bohio or #Iberia instead. Lower prices, better quality 0%
#WhiteSupremacists
@Clark408 @ananavarro @erly_byrd @fred_guttenberg @funder
@ReallyAmerican1 @Amy_Siskind @ProjectLincoln @gtconway3d
@GeorgeTakei

Suggestion

March 5,
2021

Good "community" work, but I am still boycotting GOYA! I was a loyal GOYA
CUSTOMER FOR OVER 30 YEARS, NOT ANYMORE! #GOYABOYCOTT

Emotional

March 5,
2021

I QUIT purchasing anything
@GoyaFoods
a year ago.
Gave me the opportunity to find much better tasting products, I love going to
the store and seeing the competition next to them always half gone and
@GoyaFoods
collecting dust
#GoyaSucks #ByeGoya

Narrative

March 6,
2021

#MSNBC #Crosstalk #CrossConnection We can not longer appeal to the
morals of those who historically impose & perpetrate injustice to the detriment
of non white lives. In a capitalists society built on the backs of free labor, we
must stop funding racism= #BoycottGoya

Emotional

March 8,
2021

.@Goya your CEO R Unanue says the election was illegitimate! WHERE IS
THE PROOF? So for those who were sitting on the sidelines to boycott Goya,
this should be it! I Say BOYCOTT GOYA! #BoycottGoya #goyafoods #Goya
#Goyaway #AmericaFirst #BREAKING @ananavarro @sunny @TheView

Suggestion

March 10,
2021

#BoycottGoya Boycotting Goya? Try These Alternative Brands for Latin Pantry Suggestion
Staples

April 2,
2021

While we’re talking about boycotts, let’s not forget Goya, whose CEO called
Trump the “real” and “legitimate” president at CPAC five weeks ago.
#BoycottGoya

Narrative

May 10,
2021

It seems to be working, every store I've been to seems to have Goya products
on sale rather than normal price. Is your CEO really worth all those lost sales,
or do you secretly agree with him and don't care about lost profits?

Emotional

#GOYABOYCOTT
May 18,
2021

For our 10th and final installment of #LatinoRebels10 (looking back at 10 years Narrative
of @latinorebels ), we finish with #BoycottGoya from 2020, or the day GOYA
became MAGA.

July 5,
2021

Lest ye forget that there are other brands beside @GoyaFoods Remember
when their CEO made comments supporting orange racist 45? #boycottgoya

July 5,
2021

.@GoyaFoods #BoycottGoya On my last grocery shopping trip, I stocked up on Narrative
canned goods. Because of your support of the former guy, I made a point of
buying goods not made by Goya. I made a point of telling the cashier that, and
asked her to convey my message to the manager.
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Suggestion

Appendix D. Twitter Post Screenshots of Consumer Responses
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